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•· !. ••---r---·--·---···-~•··- •-·•·-' - .-4_,- .. ABSTRACT 
,_ 
· ... .-:,,, :·.;:,;:··· 
' 
--.----------~-----_:----~---··--·- ·The subject of this pape1'l is an algorithm of Lo Cesari 
~~:. '. ~· ·- ~ 
-· -- . ·- ... - .. , -: .. 
I : 
' 
• ---··. ,- •• - • • 4 
to determine .the existence of an exact periodic ·solution of 
'.'.' ,_t 
a system _of nonlinear differential· equationso ·_ The method 
~bnsists of examining a normed linear ~pace of periodic 
.. 
. functions, to Which a solution may belongo An operator 
l 
. ·\ .· 
· ··--·-·--·--·-------·-- rel,,ated tn the differential. system is defined o.n· the space;-~~.::-~-_------ --· 
-- -·· · The basic ataeumptions about the differential system -«=P> , .... : 
.. -.·nam-e-1,-~---·a··--cond·1-t~1·on~···of -d61ninat"j:on by a. s·quare~inte·gra.ble -·-- ·-······-- -·--·--
, t,· 
function and a modified Lipschitz condition e&~ are shown 
·, ...... ; 
J 
·O 
I t~ imply .the existence of a. fixed point of the opera.tor. 
) . 
· :The operator, and hence, 1 ts fixed point, depends. on 
. ......... .. 
-· 
------'-----,-'-----
-arb1--i·rary-c-noi c e-· or an elemen~~---ia--the. s·orution apace. 0 
The operato~ is such that ·any fixed point is a solution -or 
,· . ~ 
• ·-- • --· • • ·-·• ••-·•-s-• •- -· •·------···--- ' ' ________ ·_ --
______ ___;._,.... ___ --,--
--·-···-- ~--·-· --- ------··-- ------------.. ···-···-·-·--··---·-·-------··----·-····-----······· -- . 
, · 'the original differential · system, provided certain addition.-.· 
.,.,,,, ~· '' ~, ~, '-'. . . 
.·' . al oondi tions are ![let o · These condi tionsp i1hich ·we call · the ..·;";·.:-
,•. 
determining equations, are requirements on the 11 a:r;abitrary 11 · · · · 
elemento. · They are algebraic, and. hence» often more amenalble·-. -
. . -.... • .. --- ---- -
" to analysis · than tl1e nonlinear syatemo :·~he existence. of a 
-~~~---,-,------·-·-·-···--·----··--·--·-·------··-----------------··---·-· ·-






·~ · · .·, ·· - solution of the d~termining· equations determines the existence 
. 
-
o-f a periodic solutiono' 
. ... ' . . : ... 
. ' . ·----
- .. ,· -' ... -·- -- . . . --,- - -··· -.. --, 
I' I ~ . . -- - .. ·······------··--·----------,c;-;;:·· -
The determining· equations are shown to· be related to-----·--··-----· .. ______ ···-··--··· 
.. ··--·---·- ............ ,.-···. ·• --- - ·- -- - ... - ...... -- .... ··--· --- - . . .. 
. . 
:;.."\. . 1 





Fourier series trial jolutione with undetermined coefficients. 
. 
. 
Obtaining· the mth or'der Galel'kin approximation ·by using a 
•, 
. --·"-····- ·-······--·- .. -·~---·--.. -·-,-·--····-~--- . . . • ·:-···- - . . . ···- ---- --- •• - ~ .. -·- -· -- 1, 'I -- - ---- -·- ---·-- --~--- ·- ______ .. ____ ---··.--··-·----------··-·---------------~- --. -.--,. . I • ,... ~~..;: .... 1, __ . ------ --- -·· 
, .. ' 
. ,,.,:.~!: .. ,'. . 
. • . . I ... -• 
.. ...... ; :1 .,,,.,~_\ ., .·. c, ,.,, .. 
•, 
'· '·······~······· I·,,,,, i ' , ) 
) .- ... ; ,. \ I < 
~ 
' 'i" .; . 
















th th . Fourier series of m . orde:t:1 amounts to solving an m ........ · .. 
approximation ·to the ~etermining ,auationso 
If the condi tione on the original ... system.· are strength-
ened to boundedness a.nd'·a uniform Lipschitz condition, this 
. . . 
relationship between the two methods can be studied in . 
• ,...·' ' -, • l 
g:reater·detai~o It 1s shot\fn that .the ·existence of a Galer~ 
kin appr~ximation of ~uffieiently great otder may imply the 
approximat1on~1s estimated in this caseo . . 
-. ...... .. -· - . 
. . .. .•·. 
., 
Chapter II, the algorithm is applied to.the second-order 
,. 
. . . --..., . ' ~ 
: --~ -:_~". -. ·-·· -- ~. -
... 
· nonlinear differential equation i+x'='?~!l· t and the existence. 
... -, 
of and approxima.tion to an exact periodic solution are· stu ... : 
: • • _ __t 
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CHAPTER I o THEORY 
. 
.. Section lo The· D1f:ferent1·al System - Basic Ae1umptions 
The system o.f real nonl-inear differeJ1tial equ.a:t1ons. 
,• ... 
to be consid~red ·is • 
. 
. . 
{l.,l) · Xj = ij (7(1,-··: ,Xn ,t) 
~-- ~ ..... ', 
j=- 1 ' . . . ' t'I • ' 
1· . 
or,· equ:ivalently1> usfng vector n~tat1on for -brev~ ty, 
• -· t" 
x = 1 c 7',i l . _ . . · . 
. where X = ( '1.1 , ••• , JC. n ) 1 { X, t) = ( ~1 { X ,t), ; · ·., 1n { X , i)), 
. ~ 
. 
. S~ppose q is defined for lxj I ~ Rj ',/ j =1, ... ,VI and all real t 
. I . 
~~.--.. -~-· . 
~-~ ~~~and periodic. in . the variiiblEl ti) ?ii th . period ,;;,. t,,r $ 
-
~ . - We assume further that·· there are functions: Kft), · de-
- < 





'. '71,({)~ continuous and mqnotone nondecreasing Qn(o,~); with 
; 
. . ,, ' 
. 
ii i(o)=o~ 
'J . ·• •• such that ·ror I x1/, l'Y;ljl ~~~i~'.i~~~-:~:.!_"~-=--~ll~_~-:~~-'=.~~ ~ ~=~- .· ..  ..1




(LJ) / 1! (x,f) - ~j (J,t) f ~ '1 (F:) K (t) 
whezje · ~= max /x; -lJ; I · ·.· . . 
. jml9 •• .jl · ti · Joi· ... 




• 1= 1, .... ,n. ·.· 
~···')', .... '' 
-·-· .. --· ~ ~.--· -- ' -- -··-·· ··-:·····. . . -
r····--
I '. . 
i :r. 
For x: fR-'11 R~ define V(-x.) =. max 'V(x.j) • . Although . 
· J· ,011) Uo »" . . . .·· , · < ,.;..: ......... . 
__ =--· --··· _ .. theae are norms on d:U'feren.t .·. spaces, . the context . should· ,. . , 
! • 
f 
make clear ?Jhich is meanto 
' ' 
We no'tr co11sider the linear apac.~i 
.,r-,_ ....... -.;-, 
___ ,_..... _ .. , ,- ' -------- - - - - . 
1· 
.... •••. ', I . 
. ,• ' . 
I 
• :- I I'• ,' • ' ' 
......... -~ ,·: ,,, 
. ·' 
., . 
N . ' . ' 








S = {x : JR ·· -, 1R.M / "tJ (-x)<:.oo, x peri~dic of period 1:' ],: 
.where functions differing only ona set of measure Oare 
identifiedo 
Fer XE 5$ each component ,tj : ff-+ fR hal!l a Fourier 
.. 
series~ ( ieo, th~ Fourier coeff.,ic~enm ex1:s·t. ~ i~I?-et~~r tlle 
eo· .. 
X · ( t) _., d.jo +. ~ ( O.js c.os Sf.A)t + bjs Sih slAlf) J · - S~l · · 
' - . . 
.in which case, .·we obtain. _the follcrff1ing expression· for the. 




- - - --- - ·--- --- ------ -- - -- -- - -- - - . -- - - - -- - - -- - - ---- -- - . -- -- - --- _____ .. -----------------·--· ·------------···----~----- :.: _____ . - .-·----- I --· . ,---. - . ·-- ... - , "\ 
,. 
norm: of the component :functiOns: . · .. · . . X · 
(2.2) ~{xj)= [ajo+~ E (ajs + bj! )]2. ~j=l, .. ;,n. 
. ' 
I.. .... . ., --• \ 
For a fixed integer m 2: 0 1 i1e define p·: 5--+ 5 to be 
. . . ,, ... ,., .. ,.,., 
' 
\ 
----· the WLperator t1hich truncates the Fourier l!eries after the _ :J 
mth order term®, L~.;-1fxeS,,·Wf;h ~j(tl .. represent~d~;·-··---~.--,_ ... ·._. ,i 
. . . . . 
-~· ~ ~ . ~ 1 ( 2 l) b th . . ---------'---/ ·_. - ---- -----, 
___ -__ "'_-___ -------=---· -__ ----'-----~---··_---·=· =--:--~~--~ ~,,· _!_~ -~- --__ a- -_?!-e_»- -----~ ___ -~~:~: .. _________ ...... __________ ____________ -----------------------~-------. ____ ·-
~. ' 
( 2 .. 3 l Px = ( R ~ l , R. x & , • • ·• , · P,, x") . . . - . . ~ ":' . . . 
where FJ 'X j = ajc + 
5
~ · ( Gjs . c.os sevt .. .,. · bjs . sif"I_. s~t). .· .· ·-·~ · 
Note that this is a finite series, so that t1e may tirittf. "J.--~---. 
equality instead of' the. weak~r 11 reprasentationll. (N) ., l . 
c, 
·yr the· Fourier aeries repreaentatiori is considered as 
. . 
,. giving a countabls set of coordinates (actually coordinate 
pa,irs) for elements 0~ s,· theh P ···is the projector on the .. · .. 









P shall' henceforth be called, inte:r•ch.Sngeably » ine 
·, 
- --- -- ·- --- -- -- -----· --- --·- . 
truncator er proJeoto~ operator8 
,,.,, .. ,. 
. ) . . . 
·,. I 
I . ·, . 
. .. 
.. . 
• ~ ' '. , " t ' ' 
• . • I . f.. ' .· . '· ' . , • . . 
-- ·- -- - -----~---------·----------... ---··-------~--··----------------- ------------..-~- ·--------:--~-·---------·----.·----·--·-.. ·-······ '-·--- -- ----- -
. '·., . 
•: .. ' 
.. 
. . ... ......... :·~·· . . . "' 
' ,,. ' .,, 














-·· .,_:_.:.,,;,.;.,·,· -_ 1 '1 I I, . ..,. 
.. :. } . 
5 
""' ner·:tne S to be the null spa~~ of P, that is, 
s = {° ~-E S f PX = 0 l e 
. . . .. (. 
A,# 
. 
Clearly, .if 7'.E S l) th.e Fourier 
' . 
ca~ff1c1ents up through order m va~ieh, and x ie_.repre-
. - " . . •, . 
· sent~<t- by a to tail serieen:: 




(2o4) · -,q l't)-., L ( aJ·s Cos swt + 'bjs sin swi) · J · .. . So 6?11~1 · , {i"ilJ · 
Clearly, fo1~ any xe $, :x - Px e S o If we use I-t~ de~ 










• ft t ) I ~ • ·. __ ' ............. . -r2 .. 5-) · - r=p i E s-, VX.eS · . ~-- -·--- --------- ~ --. - ,----·- --r . . ~l ,..·,·~- ·• ~ 
!\'. ij 
N !... 
If x.e S , the Fourier series has no secular term, 1 and .. -. ·-.--, 
........ ........ . ........... -· .. __ ..... ..c·~----~ .. - _ .. _ .. --····-~ ___ ..._ ______ ·-··- ---·----·-----·-- •• ···- ----e 
~- ·. 





Cho IX,§4) any indefinite lntegralXJ.(t}ot x/t) i.s absolut6ly . 
. .. 
continu·ous and satiefle13 
. ' d 
·. · c2 .. 6) at XiCt> = -xj{t) 
The series is precisely the indefinite i~tegral of the 
Fou;\er aeries for :x_;(t) o It has me~n value o (no ~ecular 
te.rm)" Equality htids because· Xj ( t) 1 being an indefinite. · 
integral, ~s absolutely continuous» 'and hence continuous 
and o0o··repr.esented- by its. Fourier serieso 
' 
Parenthetically, 
. ' . 








,., ,,, -(· 





. , · . :·---~=~_: __ " -form· Qf Xj{t)thu.s: 1." . " ... ..·· ....... ······ ........... ······· ¥' »~ ~ u ~ t ~;- ·--- -- - 1 
. ( 2., 8) X; {t) = h { t, urxi (u) du. where I,.( t.u}= . ~ ..:t- .:: ~· N···-. I. 
JI . o . . J 
·.·.·. . r -1 ,, o-- _-' u..- '"" 
· and h is periodic of period 1r in both variable,i&L, 
. I . --- . . ' .. 
·,\.· ' . 
' . 
w ', 
. . ' 
~;1 
,...;w...1a •--=•-• : - 1- !.UOJ,-
I,.•"'" 
. ., 
' ' ,. "' l'tJ ' ' 
We denote this 111ntegr8.tor11 operator by H:S~S,., i.~. 7 
' . 
Hx "" ( H1X1 , ••• , Hn Xvi) := (Y.1 , ... , x·n) .. 
<' l (• ,,, •• ' 
~Je shall' need the follolJing boundedness· resul ts·--concerning . 
1 i 
'' 
... , ··-···. .... the lin®&:i? operator ~: . "1J (x) . ,v '' ' ' 
., ... • . ( 2 .. 9) THEO ., . 'iJ ( H") ~ (rn-,.1)w .. , . \:/x E S · 
-
,.,,.,, ,.., ' . . ( 














•, • I 
' 
. ~(Hx) = jax -u(xj) 
. .~ . ., . 
..: ... • Q.E~D. · 
~(x). 
i 
Proof: If xis represented as a Fourier s-er1·es, (2.1)- '! 
... ..... ' 
'· 
--·----------·--·-- -... -----,--,-··~ then (I ~PJX- - c-118.S- il~1i1,- ~~p;;~;;~t~ti~~-- (2:1[~ -~--- . · ~. · ... · · · ·---- ; 




(Clj~ + bjs)] = V(-,.). 










·· . . ... · .. -----.... ,,:_... se· n ti n "% .· ·· Def in p ti. n .~$) .. s· ... ··. . . l. o. · . · ... · .t .. - .. . .. . ...... t·h· · ...... s . l. .t .. 1. , .. -- .. ··-'"·---· .. · ~~---·-·---·-· ... J 
····-- ............... ·-·---------.. .., .. --·--·-~--------·--- .. "'. o. -o1e .......... · .. 1 o s vJ.. . ever.a . pera ors on e o u on __ 
1 ~ . . . (.· . : 
' . . i 
' ' Spaceo 
' "· 
. 
Let ut1 agree that for a function · . ·f .. ~ 11 IR ----)" ro 
• r. II\ 
' ' ' 
1, ~ .- • f .... 
. ' 
' • 1··. 
·_i • ' ' 
i ~ '\ 
. ,·' ·, . 
( ' ' ...... 
,, 
.. 
~ .. :: ..... 
. . ,~· . 
t~'.----
- ,. ., . -:t,--;.: .. . .. fr---·:.. --- .. PJC -~;;IL . 





.-~- - .. --._ -~-•~' _"c-.c·-e_: .. ,_,, ;··--•·•· 
-
~--------~---------~"""'='!!!!=======·~~-~..-a--!!!!!!!!· -~·-bb!!!!!!!!!!!!III~·••! ,.-__ -_--.... -- __ _ _ ·-:;;::: - - -ca 
-,-·.·-· .. -· •. ·-~·----__...lC-'-'--·• •. --,--c--·---,:,_, __ ,,_ ;. '~--';;,~~,-.---.---.c--,.;..·.~-, ... ..-~-•. --··---- ----·r·:~··:- .· ..... __ ·---·-··-·- -· ,, 
-·-•----·---•- ,.·_, __ ._ !_.~-,-.,-.·-._-.-.:.;._ ·· .• ~ 
--
{', 
~- - . 
- .,, . - . 
<-.) 
7 
If (t)I. . 
· · Recal.l1ng that the,. ftlKJ.Ction q in system (lol) is t1elle.~ 
... ,,., .. 
behaved, oiiiY for 1-x.j I~ Rj ,J= 1, ... ,h . 11e· define 
. '(302l. sR,=f ~Es l11xj11$ Rj ; j~1, ... ,nJ 
t'or x e SR, ci {,c, (t), t) is de:r'ined f,or all. . . -: .. _;, .... ' Thua 
real t 0 
. ' 






' ' ' ,_.n 
. : 









- .. · Observe that q is~ periodic·function of its second. -
- - - -- -- -
- - -- - . - -- - - - - - - ----- --· --·- ·------ ---- -- -·- .. - -·- - --------·· -- ------ -- ------·-- -~ 
.- . . · variable w1 th period 1:" 11 a.rid that x( t) is periodic of period . 
.. , . 
. . - . 
1:"io So 'I, (x ( t), t ) i l!3 periodic in · t of period _1:" -~ . Hence · '. 
r Q...., L:... S.... - . . ... 
,,._ \;;' .. 
~\,'-;-:-;~-- ,.t •• , ,., t' ·- . ~ 
· -~·-~~~ • .... •.· .. · ······ ....... · .. ··.··Glj x. = c ~)j = ... 9)-Ci(tJ;t}: 
,,--- --. -----_··· -~·-';;:---,-- n.efine f:. :e'~~ by 0 -·=· - . · ..... _--.-
- ~··· (3.4) Jx = CI- P) Qx . .. , "" 
········· ·· Clearlyxi Jx e S by (2.,5). F1riaily., define F: SR ~ S 
.· 'For discussing components, we use the not8tion 
-· - .. ·--. -·- --· . - . -· ·- ·- . 
- _:._ -------·--:·-- --- ------ ---- - -·---··-·-·--- --·- .. --.. -_~-::)·--. - -· -·- ------ ·- -
. j== 1., .. ;,J.1 . . 
, 
· t,J.5) Fx = Hf" = H (I -P) Qx . 
As with Q, above» let 
• • - ... f j x. = (j x. ) j and Fj X == ( Fx )j j:: 1, ... ,11. 
' . 
. - - .. 
·-- -~ -· -----~~ --- --· ·--~- -
· Although we could have defined .. F directly 9 1 t i1111 be I. ' 
convenient t:o · have a· notation for ·these intermediate maps~ 
- Q. a~d · f . 
We proceed to prove several important results about 
the operator_ F. \ - t- .. 




., ·•. • I, ', . 
- - . 
' . --- . 









-- ------------ ----··-----~------· 




. t 1; ( k (t)) 2 dt .... ]{ ...• ( 3,. 6 > ·. Ko :: 'V C I<. tt)) = 
0 
· -- - -:Let . 
~ 
. . 
\ie have the f@lloifing· · re aul ts : 
(3,,7) THEOREM. 'V(Fx.)~·r.,;,,~~w ·,. Vx'=SR · 




. . ' ·: ~ ... ~ ... 
, For x E Sa , I ~j C x{ t), t) I ~ I<(~), j=1, ... ,n by ( lo2) 
_I/ i,.eo ·, 
1 
... J Qj'X I ~ .J({t} 6 · · 
•,_.,I . 
,_ .. ____________________________ ·_ ,,,,_Hane~ ··· · 'V (Q,Ix J ~ iJ{KY = _ K~ · -----_. -. ··- ·---'-__ · .-.-___ ,--_ · •· .. _ . . ., . ··-----· · 
-. -A'(Q ) - max. ~.,.>(Q· ) ~ K · · ·.· · ·.· -- ·· .. · 
.. Thus . -u -x - · J' -u J X - o ............... ,-···-- - .. ..-- ------·-----~----::------------ --j-- · .... .................. and _____ ----~(F~) · ~- lwi~) tJJ ·-· ,-.·.··· _············ ·-- - : ·_ · · _· .. • .. . · - .· · .. · +-~.t:. 
;j ~ • •I 
'1 , - I 













. ' ~ ·.: . ' . ' . 
. Q. E.D·~- . 
Given the integer m ~ 0 , we. define tr( 1r1 ) by the_ 
.. ,··' 
.. ' .. . ~ . 
, 
-in formula ( 2o 4) .~ ' .· ,.-' , .. ·-·--. ----·- ..:: ....•.. 
,.,., ....... , .. - ') 
,.,. :-\_~ . 
' . ,•, . -
cos 
.. - -----·. 
-~ ~ ( ) [n.,- ~ ( ~. l. )]!i- Ua=-(m)_ 1( .. ) . _ ·· 
'-=- f.a) rr- rn ,-(i: Ti:w Q· er b·" - .I ... ~ V Xa 
" ' · S=m~ :)'3i ]S u:y JJ · 
Hence,for xeSR · · .· ·----· 
IF. x I = I H· (r-R) Q•,c I ~ 6 tr(ml -v((I-A) Q·x) . 
J ~ "cJa, J . - w . . J ~ . . 
. ~ Q -U(Q_j X) by_ Lemma (2.,10) · ····- · 
l '~. • .. ; ., . ''. 
I ••,1·J•;, •A 1• I., •, 
. ··--
.. 
. ...  ., .. ,..'. ' ,, . 
' . ·• 'J• 
,.· 
•. I. I' 
,1w' 
~ •. . 
"\ 
\L • 
« rr(m) - J{' · ·, -~ w . 0 . ae_ in ·the proof of ·The,orem · ( 3e 7) o ··· 
·Hence-
.. ··· ···· 1r~x JI ~ 
' 
. ",_ ... ., 
'. . \ . 
' \ 
. \ . 
.. "\ 
. '. \ 
I)• 
--~·" ~ '.,.. . 





. . I 
I The first in equality_is trivialo -To·see the seco~d, ·- --"l 
-~-. 0 
' . 
··- . ,.__,~-- . ' ' 
. . '~-· 
-: 
·V 




. \. 00 . 
.. notice that . · 2 ·· · --~ 1 --. · . -· ·· d44 . ·.1 :~ 
. -----------··-···-··---·-···-- --- - [cr(~>J = s:~; , s~ ~ - ' = '' &L f: .... = m . ~. .··• ·. . • -~ 
· _· From ( 3 .10) 't'le see. that a-( m) · can be made arbi trarlly ..... ·-.. .... \. 
·--·--
··········------··---- - •+---- - . . - -- - - - - - - -- . e. - - . - ·- ."' 
·. "small by making largeo 
. Suppose we are given positive constants c, d, ·and 
" ...... ,. . .. . 











...... , . . 'i , . . . , rl"I ea ti s:f ying 
.\ . , . 
1 
. . 
J '·' u 
---- - ,. ·····-···--········· ··. Choose x '"e. S such that· · 
...... . ! 
. c3o_l2) ~(Px~) ~ C and .. )J Fjxj/1 __ ~ 'J->---J;:J.,L_.o.~.l'l-. ..- . · .. 
Except_ tor these restrictions, x~ is chosen arbi trar11y·. 
' ,~-~ ' : . ' . 
. - ~ I .• l . .. - ').. 
----~~ 
The remainder of the analysis will depend heavily upon . 
this choice 9 - and, the problem will eventua11·y be reduced 
. ts that of ·be:tt1g ··able· to find an x~ satisfying certain 
cond1·tions which t:11·1 ·appear aa tie continue., 
. Consider th~. set s:.c 5R defined by~ 
( 3.13) S: . = _{ ;_ e Sn. J Px .e> P-x~ , 'V(x) ~ 4 J 
·-· · For the salte of clarity» let us revieti the situation· 




. Ill, ' ·.· 
I, ... 
. . 
--- -····-· ----···--··-·--·-···---. 
. •. " " . . 
... 




. }, ,. 
! 
1~:o~---'---'-----'~,~ ... -~ 
1 . . 
















. .. :_· ::_:__· ___ --_ __ _'_-; .. ' 
. =· 
-. 
- rr= ~ FTl 
••• ·······~--~ ._,.,·-···--··---•. ··-··-•· ,-sa•• --·•-•-- ~, .... ·•-•'·" - '••• • ' 
I 




______ , ........... , . 
. 10 .. 
all t ·only for.those function~ in-aa certain '3rec:tangular 
-· -. --- .. ,-
1·,,·,·.r·-·',;::, 
reg1Qn 11 .SR. ·· 0:f the s0lut1on space o We examine a certain· 
-part o·f SR close' to the origin, namely)} that part inside . 
. 
' 
the H«.,,,bs.11 11.~ { 71.. J '"V ("X)!'S: d} °>. In this r~gion) we _ examine 
all pcoin~s _ whose first · m '"~,·Fourier coordinate pairs are a , 
, I , 
'~ 
· cer.tain fixed ·set. ( i@ ea» thos·e of· x~).,, In- p:rao·tioe, we might .· 
piclt x~. al_re_ady truncated for simplitfi ty, but this 1 s by -no 
--~--
- ----- - ------------- '-----------~----·--- -- -- -----
---- ----- ---- ---·------·----------·-· . -------·----·-···---------·----------··· ---'-~.- . r---------~~, ____ --'--_ -- means necessary, · nor alt1ays possible10 · t 
. ~ 
f i · -~we· now ,aer1ne the operatoro T: S~ i 
! 
! 





•, '•. ~.. . 
• Q ' 
• r- ••• 
"-
-Recalling that P · is dependent on :tl1e C integer m 2; o, we 
. I 
,. J 
see that ·T ·ie alsoo 
Theorem ( or the Bana9h Fixed Point Theorem, if' the hypothe~ _· 
se~ are st:ro11g enou_gh to.·-ensure that . T is a contraction : 
. . 
- - -· -- , .. ,. ,.-' t ,., . . ... 
. - - . --'·--···-~--------··--···-· ... .-, . - ---- -- ···----- - . --- ·- --·-·· -·-··-. 
·····•. 
. ',. 














I l . -- . 
l 
l 
we call upon certai.n·· resu-lta f:rom .functional._analysie 9 - ... ______ :.:;.._.;:__-::.-.----:-:::::.·-,. .. 
-- ·-··---- ·---·------·----·--·- -----:--· ------ --- - - - - - .. - - . - -- --~ - - -· - - - - --·--· ••··•••• •·••-••·•••------···-- I·•. 
' 
·· netably, the two· Fixed Point · Theo1fema -and the Arz~la~Ascoli 
. Theoremo These results, together tii th the relevant·· defini~ 
• '• "0 ~' '' • L 
. I 
I ' 
tions» ~re· stated i_n the next srrJc tion~ 
Section 4o Several.Results from· Functional Analysis. 
A family ~ of functions f Pom a tiopologi~al space (.X, -r), 
to a metric space (Y,p} is said to be !',.qUicontiD;u~u.s at "?.,{,e X 
if given any e >0 s there -is an open set A conti1.ning x 
~ 
. .. such that. ~E:A · implies if'f (x),jl~)<efor all fe Te _, __ .-.... , ______ __., ... _ .... ____ .~. -•"·'"' 
· · ·.· · .·· . The. family t?l, ciia equicontinuou.s if it is equicontin-
' 
. ' 
' I .....• , . 
', .. ~ """'' '.-: " \_.. ',..·. \ ' 
J ', • 
• • ' j 
. ...·~ . ~ ' ' . 
. '·, ' . 
.... .• ,.{~",!.:·-,-.-
,,.. 
























):, ,,~""·:~~/,, .· '·, ·. 




. --··- , ... -- ~-- - - -
, .... ··•· -·- •··----,···-·,--~---·r··~ - - . ___ .. ,,.,-.-------; .-· .. ·-<• 
" 
.. " 
---·· ·····-··--·--·--·-----··-·, •----·-- . ····- -·· ------ ··- - -·· ----·-··-··· ·-·· ·- . -- --- ··-··-·----· -· . ·-- .- -
11 .-
· F · .is. equibounded 1r··-··t-he_re 1-.e. a, constant I · ~uoh that . 
. • ' lj I~ f<' '-ror mi1 j e v::f o . 
. =' .. ' A eet . S 1·s precompact. if 1 ta~,·closu1i)e,. · s· , isf <lom~ 
· pac t~·0 ,;4: ....... ' .. ,., .... . 
The f ollot111ng Theorems· i,111 be~ needed: 
• f 
• • 
............. Arzela~Ascoli Theorem ~- A. family :f___.1e __ co_mpact 1tt _l_'t __ _iJI I 

















equicontinuou~- and equibounded? 
. Schauder Fiited Point Theorem 00) (Variant) Ml . Let J1 be a · 
,I 
-- . .,., 
. 
Let·. Kc. {l -
' 
closed» and convex subset of the Banac_h Space Bo 
• 
be pr'ecompactc Then if T: n '> K is continuous, 1 t has 
at lea.st one :fixed pointo 
, ·····.. . 
. 
.. - -.. : ... ~--··.,-:---,,-·:·-·-.--.--,--,.:, .~~··:'" -; ---· -·-------'. 
Banach Fixed P-o1nt;_ .. Theorem.·""-- A contraction -mapping · ,;T· ot -- ------- ~- ~- ---
a complete' metric apace into i tsel:f-, has a unique fixed· . 
,, 
.... ·. ___ -~~ _; -- point .. '} . . .... ·. ·-···-··· ·-. · · · - - - · -· · · - ---- - · •, 
Section 5., Existence of a Fixed Point of T on SR. 
(5 .. 1). L t-IA. PF=- 0 and P2.= P. 
;v 
··Proof: ·· . f": SR ~ S , so ·· Fx E: S . 
' ,v 




. it . . 
Also, P. =- P· tri~ially:. ·p t·ru.ncatea the series, and . 
tu1~ther· applioationer of' JP have h10 eff_ecto . ' ' ! ' ' • ' 
. " 1 
(5o2) THEOREM .. T(s:Jc:. S: for m sufficiently large. 
-· - --~-· ..... ------.---~- ----.... ~ 
-~ -
... 
Let m , be cho1en so large that ~ ~ d -d n .K.b tr{m) ~ 1rn-a-f~ 6J s - -c an W - Fe.; - rj ,' j;; 1, ... .,n. 
l11Je shotJ- that this choice of rn (and hence of P) it:1 euffi~ 
•-1 .. ,1·' " 
I 
'· y-t-,--.o- --·· , .... _..., _____ ~-----~~ ""~-~~:-- ' -- . -....... --- -- ' - ·- -· ··-·. . .• 
-- --- -----------~.~~---,.-~~-~-... "":""""'.:-:. .. .' . ':=."":': .. , --..:""':""' ..... , .. -~--,•. """":"" .. ··-~------~·-··-""""'=··--,-·~-------~---.-, --~------~---::--"t!!llll!'!l!!---.-_:,--1!!!1!!!!!!!!!! _____ ~~---··-~· ---• -"' • • -• . __ _.._, •.• •- • - -- • _, . • ._,, e. ' •. , .•• • ·c •.. . . , ." . ~ - , • - - ',. - -- - . . . . - -~ ··:; !- !'] I 
" I 
" - __ .. - - '... . .. , .... 
-.. - - - r··· ....... - /, . 
12 
c1~nt to ensure T(S:) ~ s: : · 
- ·_.--·--·--·····_;---- ....... _ .. ___ .. . ...... -······- - ·,c. -----·----- ......... ·····--·-··--·· --·-··-···••-······ ........... ... ·····-·----- .. -······-- ............ .-.......... - ................. ·--- ............ - .................. -..... ... . ' 
~ . . . 
'Jt 
i ;ii 












L@t x e SR and let · ~ = T-x. == P:}{. + F1t. d 
.. , We show ~ ~ s:= {x~ ~- J Px= Px. 11 ; --t>(-x.)!f d ;{xj)~ R.J·:., j==1,.s.,nJ 









. by· Lemma (5 .. 1)., But ~es: o. so p~ g;3 Px == Rc.~_a . . i 
Second 9 'V( ~) = ~ (TxJ = '11 ( Px. + F,c,) ~ -V ( Pt.) +'V ( Fx) .. : I 
But Xe.$: so ~ (Pit)= ~(p,/')~ c ·. (by () .. 12)).. 1 . 
. V ~ 
~By The.erem· (3o 7), '-iJJF:i(.J ;$ ·c~i-'lf (J-. ~-·a:=c:·- .. ..__,__ .. ·--'----'-~- t 
.. 
·-··. ·-----···- _ _.;......___:___ 
So 'ii ( ~) ~ c + (d-c) =- cl o ~ • 
2 
m . ... _ 
. . Third, I ~j J == I ~ X j + ~ x I ~ I Fj X j I ~ J~ ~ J ~ t) + ,ff ~ tr(= )• 
. ··- ,. ·- --:··· 
I . 




: : · . . • •. by choice :f m , J.~j J ~. ~ -t- ( Rj - r:;) = Rj ; j ==· 1, ..• , J1. · · 
.. ... .. . . :':.~'F' .. ,:_.; , Hence ~ s SR. • ......... _ _ _ · · · Q. E. D.. ___ _ _ _ > i 
From· this point on, -we consider m t·o be fixed, . · · . . .. , ... ;-. 
' . 
80 that T<s:).e. s: , as guaranteed by the above Theorem. . . ........... . 
,'f;••,···-,-1,,;, .. , ..... ' .,- :· -- -- --- - - . --- . .. - - -·-------·--------------··-------
~-- ( 5.3( -THEOREM. T . is o~ntinuous on s: 0 . . ----- · .. 
. . ·. . ' . 
.. Proof: The project~:r · P is clearly continu.ous on all 'i .. · 
. . ' . . 
. ·et S » so ve need only shot:1 that F is continuous, 1.e., 
. . . 
that '-V(F~ -Fx.~)-+ o am1 x1 + x.i,\ ~ 
-
- .;. 
. - ,· -·-·· ---
Now, ~i x1 -jrx2. = '-U((I-P)Qjx.1 ~(I-P)Qjx2.) . 
,.l--P 
= -V( (I-P)( Qj "i-Qj -x.
1
) · . .. ··············. 
~ 'V(QjX1 - OjXil.). by Lem,Pa (2 .. 10) . ~---~·-··-·--
'. 
••• •- -••-••-,•~ • '• · --.• •• -•--·--,- ---- •o•A• - ---·-·--•·• -•-•,--~·-···--·--"•---•--•----··--·-·-·-·••••-·--~----K,_ ---'----•---- • · ·" •"••·• --~·,"-• •-•'""··-·-- • -,"'"•• •-
( 




















i ' 1 . 
I 
1 
-·--··-- ..... ~--~--- -------------·-- -··-··-· ,,_, ____ ---- -·------------- - ----------. 
. - ·---',-'- -""--'--·'""" ·-·~'"·-•"~, • - ·-= ','-· ··--,-~-~-. - .. ~-- --- ·---- - -~··- ".V ,--~- ,-· •• - • 
• ,. !_ -
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L ... ------ ·-· .: . -.. 
! 
' I 
.... · . ·-•·'- . ·-. 
: ' ==: 0(1J ( x.l!.(!1, t) - 'tJ ( ,<.,_(t), t') . ; . __ ' ___ ' '· . .. - --- . -- -. 
. But 'X.1.iJI 1La.~ SRc. $1< l) so (1.,3) hold1, and · . • . \ I ,. ... 













i 1 . 
_ ~{JJ ~-fo X2) ~ -d {71 (~) K(t))= 117.(~JJ~( k)= J~(t) K0 ~ 
. . . . Bu'lt t = w,~x.UxJj-lt)jland ··11ce) ... \- q 'as. 'l.1 ._· +. -x2. -~ .... ~--
. ·. HenC® 'V(i=x - F" )-+O~s -1' ~- · ~ X • . .. · · !i ,,,, . ~ 1 , . Z 
. . . -
•,t•'• • ~-~ 'n•~••,.;• 
. ' 
( 5o4) LD A. · T(s:?.>s· equicontinuous. 
·-··· . . . ~. "' ' . JI'- . 
. . .- .. _. · .. ---- -~-:-:-···iei----~Ei-T{Sfl.r···-·:··--Then---j~~-x.-=·Px-+Ji="f'X·FFx--
···. __ _ ... _ ..... · = Px. * + (I - P) Qx · f0r some -X. E: · s: . · ·_·. . . 
I · .. · ······· · Exa!llintng thfl <H>mponente,, ve have 
. .. . . '' j=1, .. "')t'l. 
ii ,... · Pxj ie a certain trigonometric polynomial of order 
\j ___ :::.::.~~ m, ~nd so 1s ·at (P-x.j~) = ¢j- , ·. j=1,. ··,fll·. _,_~--
1] .. , ,,, _ Referring to the definition of · H , we ~ee that ~j ( t) _ 
' -
J.: ... · __ · __ ,_. ____ -~·--~-=c_=~~:.~=~=--:- --~• absolutely contin~ous, and thus po.ssef!see :a derivative · --· · · · 
' \ .. · - ' .. ; .. · .. · - ' . . . . . . (> . ' . • • . - - . . ·- - . .. ---- -- ---·--:--:--·-- ·. . ·--c-· 











: I . 
.1 
. . . , ... Suppose we denote Qj'x = 'lj ('X ( t), t) by d.j (t) . . . 
.·_ . -
· .. ,· ... 
Then we may ~trite 
~- ( t) = ¢·· · ( t) + a· ( t) - Pot/( t) (JJ J . . ·.J J . . 
Pa.j (tha ®impl:,: the partial sum through mth order ot 
the Fourier series otj (t)» so by the Dirichlet Integral 
Formula, 1:'·. 
. : -·- . ' 
I ' ' < 
' . 
Pa:· (t) = t 
J ~· 
0( . ( IA.) r (t u. ) d u. . . . ·-··- '····-- -... c· ··-··· ... 
J ' ' ' 
0 . .. . ......... -- ··-- , . ....___ . 
_ eiin ~ (l_m + 1)( t-u.). r (t,u..) = . slva ~ (t-u.) 
where 
• 




··1 . " r' 
~· ··I" .• ,.,.,' 
.. -'_;_•, - - ··- . ·- -·· - - ... 
I~ ' • 1 I ' • '• ,'' 
. ·• 
. ,. . ,, . 
·' 
. ' .. '," 
' " . ... ' . - ·. ~ . '. ',,: '. .. -,~ •. . . - .' ·: . . - . . - . . ..... 




Bul . J f' ( t, U. )/ :s. 1'1 9 so . ·.-···· · · ·.·· ····••.···· ····· · ._ -• -- ~---- -·· --'- ········· i 
- 1r ........... . 
f Pocj (t)I ~ ~ .. '°'j (uJI du.. 
. -~ 0 . . . 
Since 'X.S: sf</. c::. SI\ . ll(l .. 2) holds smd' . 
. . 
. . .. . . .. -- .. -~ 
"' 
, .......... ,.,~ . \ . 
. _· ... foeJ(~)J=.l~_C"./u),(u)l_~ _K{u) • .. ~ .. __ 
Herice I Poi:j (-t) IS ~ K(u) du= .M. K where IC de ... 
. . . 





'.. · .... 
l" .,, 
. . . 
,.· - .. · 
~---·---~ . . 0 
notee thte mean ~alue of , K(t) in . [ 0/f"] a • . 
Using the triangle inequality and the above est1-
-·-·-----·--------·----r----·-··--------·--·--~-------·------------·- ·- ----· ':\, ·-----·-------- -------~-------- ---- ·- .-------------·- '----· - ···------·-- -- --· ·- - -- ····-• -- ·- ··----------- ---·---~-------· --------· "-----·--·-·----,----·----------- ----··-------~--









. f ~j Ctn :5: I ¢j ( t)I+ K(t)+nK for almost all t; j-=1,.:.,n. ,. _ I I i 
I 
. f 
·; .• ,, . .. . 
~-
. . . I 
~ . ·-~" .: . ,., •·: . --1 
by_ the Fundamental· 
. . . ·- Tz. - ._ . --"--·· 
. 'i 
-· - · · Hence~ I ( ) ( t. ) J __,,,, , · I • ( ) l ----------------------~-----'---'-'--- -- \*- , 
.····· : ~~ ~: --=:=:·:=~:: -... · .. _ .. ·· ··· . · .. ,, ·· 4 s· tZ: -- LIJ~ i - = t. · 4j t dt - .'. . . ----·· . . . , -_ . 


















r _ ... everywhere on [ o, L]. 
···-··--------·-- -~. -----···. It L= [ 0.,7] [I ¢j(t)I+ K(t)+ .MKJ» -·---------•-·---· . ,·• ----- • ---c.:.. _ •- -! 
" ·-,: 
. .. ; .,._ 
---, -- --- ------;----"".'--., --- -·- -· 
we have 
_ . f ~j ( t1) - Ji ( t1 l I :: L J t 1. - t 1 I · 
,,, ti' tz in [o,'t'] G . • ', .I 
, almost all 
As we are identifying functions differing only on 
sets of measure 0 9 ve see that 1 is continuous in · 
- . 
. . . 
- "--·----- ·~---·-------~-- -- - ---- -
. . 
•· ----·- .. '' :- -·-· --..-~~-·· -~- ... __.__,.,, ·----- ... 
















I [o.;r] 0 • ,--- -·... . -.. ·. . . . ... . . -- - . ! 
\ . . ~ . . 
~e y is arbitrarily chosen from T(SR) j) T(SR) 1s 
equicontinuouso QoEoDo 









------- - . -
. 
--- . - -~-- .--,.,- - ------- --·.· .. , .. ,,......--: ·- --
. . ·-··· "--·~ <, - ~ -~ ,. ---- ----- ,, :-·-' - ;:; 
-·' -· ~---' _·. ____ '.:.,_: :-- ='<7>-_, .• J(7-: -~~---;-~. __ _._,.--_ 
·----·--•-··· _ ....... --····--·------.---~--- .. ---- - •----- ·--------- ''·:._-_:.:.:.: __ ·--~~---- :·:.·-.:-·:·' ·:-·--· .·· .... ,· ··,.--.:-··-·:-:..::..:.:··---,::-:--·· .. _ .. -. •..... ,._,.,.;,. ... _. ·-~- -··-·. ···-··~-- ·--- --.-- -·····- -· ... . ... . .. ·-····· ···----
- ·- - -
--. -·. -.. ---. --·· -.-- -~- ·~------ . -·~ -r 
. -- . ·-· 
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. . 
t,' ·. . . 





-,f" :; .. ··-·;;-:: . 
. ... . 
,,1. . 
. . . 
" . 
... - ' . 
: • 1-:. 
. 
. . 
________ ,_ ---.. --------------·. ·--· --- -.. - . . . -----
. . . . - ,~ . c;i ~r t 
-
· Pre@f': T{S~) c s; = SR . Ti:hich 113 equibounded, so we 









. . \:1 
iJ 
cone10.er any e T{S~ .. , tt iii! the 11m1t o~r a .... ·- :·. --:~ ... ··········· i 
. .• sequ@nc@ {~ftl G T s:) S), iG~O~ -<J(~n~ ~) Jr O • l 
.·. It ~L1~ '1)( ~"- ~),=<rtO , . ~.~~. _'1l(~f; ~j)~ o_,,j:.t, ... ,n. _ . I 
~----c-----~~~- That _j_a1 ra 'i:, [f JO { ~j ~ ~j ) a d.t ] 1 = ? ~ J = 1,. ·. ,"' · I 
Hence, lifftn J1." ( 14~ - 14 ·) lll. d:t = 6 · ; and, ·finally s, · · 
~«+~ 0 qjJ ,, . 
. . . lr.mJ 't' I t«J!' ~ l/Ji I dt = 0 , C .J· == ;1,, · ..• , t'I. n~~ 0 d ~.r ' 
, That 181 the sequence { ~ ~ J converges in meal:!lure, and 
hence hiuf a subsequence f ~ ~it J Which converges to y 
almosteveryt1here--1n·[o, TJ by a Theorem of Rieszo(See · 




--· .... -.. ~~--- ~-·· - - · Na tan son, Volo I, Theorem IV» P~~_9gG) - - -· ------·-~---------··-------------- ·-·- - - .-
Since we identify functions differing only on a 
_ . set of measure 0 9 { ~ &1" j converge fl to y on [ o 9 T] •. · 
---·-··---..--·-·-· _ Now, {~ 11kj c.{~n1c 7":(S:) , and by the,results of 
the previous Theorem, . 
l ':fJ 11\tt { tit)-~J .,k ( tJ_I ~ L I ti -f,J ; j ~ .1, ···>i , k = 0,1,2, .... 
As the right hand aide is independent of k,_ •• l, 
l ~1 (t1)- ~J(t1) I s LI t2.-t1l , . j ,;,1, ... , n . _____ _ 
But y · was arbitrarily chomen from T(S:) ., Hence, · ----·· 
T(S: ) isi equicontinuous 9 and hence compacte 
THEORE.Mo T has a :fixed point on S! 0 
S~-·~ Proof: R ie cloaed, being the intersection of three 
















. ' ) ,. . . . 
_, . 
- - -- - -- --- -~- ~-. -- - . - ··-- . ·---
-- --· ·- ·- -
-·-·· .-..:· ·"'. • --·-· --·-'-' - "- •• -. '-·- -· __ 11 ---
~----. ,-·~- ·e-.·'-'· _,, , .. __ cc,cc:·_· ,:-::-.. -' -·.;. :· .r.c::- .. - ·-·--- -,· ,,--·-~:.-e.1-~---..----..., _ .. :.::., :..· . . ~~.::: - . -···--,--- -- ' . . ~ 
·-. ·- -··-"'··' ·: ···-···---" ·-····. ,, .,. ---.---,~<-- .... ·-· .,., --- . -
. I 
II 
,.,,.' ,._ ' . 
. , ... , .•. \·.,·.··· .. 
-
. . ... ----·-·.-·--
. _ .... d 
16 
; '' f~ 1· ,:., PI 
' . 
clf)·sed sets; namely» the :d~ball~ -·the se_t ~at, anc:i-. . ~ -
' 
. w t 
• 
• 
· .. · \rJ ~ { x. l.Px.: P" .i;s.J 0 which is- the centinuoue pre=·· . 
' 
. 
·image @f a po111t, and hence cloffled" ,; . 
------~- . 
' 
. ~ , •. 
-· -------- ···--·-·-,--··---,----~-----~----
---.--. --··-.··- I 
. 5 R is · al~o COtlVt!)}X, s1nce the a""':&a-11. and "' .. · · _ " _ · ... . .' ···--······· .... , .•. /., -,_, " .. . 
. , are· orearly convex and \f 1-s ce>nvex~ 
. 
' 
' ' . 
.. ~ .. ' 
. Pli:x+(1-t)~ )~ t.P7f.+ (1~t~ P~ = t P)(.~+(1-t)Px =-, P-; . 
,:., 
. ( ,-"' 
T 
Hence the hypotheee; o'f: the. Schauder Theo:r3em are· ~at~ 
. 1stied9 and· T has a fixed point :on SR*·. 
. --·-··· .•. ··----···· - . f 
... -.-~- __ :· .. :'.-:;;.- '. - . 
. -... 
·-·-·-- --------- --·---·----· 
-·--·-~-·--· . 
: ', 




- ~ • •- • -----·-- • --..----r-•-- • ~ • 
. ~ . 
' • > ,),,• ··---·' . 
~ ... Section 6. A dieo.ua.~1.on of Alt-ernat1v·e·s. · 
.. 
\ ~ 
- .' . .. 
-.Although· ·t1e have applied the .. Schaude·r ·Theorem to · ; 
-, 
. 
. obtain a fixed point» the results can be made strong .. - -----;--c~-.: .. · 
. 
. 



















___ .g1nal system ( lo l) c ··:. : -____, __ 
----···--
:+"'" •, ·i 
If the qj are· bounded in both variables, i.e.,- L~ .· , -
a constant; and satisfy _a. uniform Lipschitz ___ , ___ . . ~: .. _ 
c.ondi tion in Ji: Jl :'.t,, e. Jl · 11. ( e ) = e, , then ·T is_ a con-
-traction mapping, as sho111n in the folloi1ing: · ·· 
. r- . -(6 .. 1) THEOREMe If K{-1:)= C and 17.(~) = ~ , T 1S a 
' 
, tor m suffiuiently ' ' ·-t}!_.J ,, J,,: 1 .r I ' ' I 1 ., 
. 
contraction mapping on s: 





•. . I 
,_ · Proof: Let :x~ , x, 11= Sei. · , and · let . '-;j3. = T,c,1 , ~ i'= Tx.z. ~ ... 
Then, as Bc.1 = Px 2 == Ac. i:r, · · · · 
"VC11-~)='V(T-x1-Tx2)= '-U(Fx~..: Fx.J~ W(~+1) ~ 'V(x1-x) 
by Theorem (3.,6) e But 1'(,= '"V(J<) = 'V(c) =C ... 
'' 
I . 
I II PM -:5iw •i 
-=---
---
- . ; 
-·-···----·-
,:. ; ,~,-.__,__~.., , ... ·.- .·- '··,--. -· ·•'--" .. --,. '. 
,, 
,. .. :\ 
-./·'iP.'<li'•f"';Jf".-,. 
_, ... - Hencej 
..; 
m .'c 11 
'/ 
.... __ _.' . 
·., 
- ' 




- -,i ' ', 17 
'1) ( ~1 ~ ~z) ~· . ·w fmi-1r, .J( ~~ ~~J · ~ . Thu a, if · . : . 
chc.uaen so that f1tfll .> ;£, - .1 9 T is a contraction& , 
· Qo E o !)~ . --.. . -














.. ·"'" -·- ~· - :---\.··"- - .,. 
II ""' • -;'' •. .'- ,.: .... ' . '• ... ' . ' 
-· .. - ·--·- -.- -¥"l"-
_Banach· Theox~em are· satisfied as s: is a complet, 
. 
' 
spa.ca in the metric induced- by the normo _ { The 1-imi t of 








· . · a sequence {x rnJ eatil!':l:fying the c onditiorts: Px. ~.::,. Pit.. .;;; , ~ --~----· __________________ _ 
•- -·- --··-· --------·-. -- --
- '"() ( -x ") S d » and · I ,c. j n I :!::: R · , j ~ 1, : . . , n J " ,. 
' 
______ .::;,·;_· .: - - -In_ this case,- the fixed point 1 e uni q~e, and ·con- .· 
• 
g. i,· 
tinu_pusly dependent upon the choice of x*. This prq• 
. . - -
_ perty i1ill be exploi_ted. in the . eJt;~mpl ~~ · _-_- -__ · ____ -__________ -------. ~---------- -I -- -----------,--=,---~·--~---_ : ,-· - --·---. _----- --· -- -- . - -- . -. -- -. _ . · - Section 7~ . "-; ;• ...... . The Dete_rmining Equations. __ =----- ..... -------- · --_---~-~-"- -- ---, ----·- .. --- ··---·-··--~-- .. -··-.--·"· ---
·-
--
··c.c ._-,_,, ••.•• ~,-.c-· ·· -••--·- ·- -------- - -·--
- _. ---- ·---=---=---=-----====...:...-... ... _c.., •. · •. ·,.,, .· -. 
--: • 
,...,._.c - .•..... 
. 
. We have seen that, for sufficiently large. m, 
. - ff' - . there 1a a fixed point y of . T on SR 9 ioeo,I) ~-= T~ 
where y. it oonti~uous in
0
· .t w:th Y_ bounded.; j=i3 ••• ,n • ...... - .. . 
~ ·-~-~--.·. :· Now. -~.= (T!~ =5P~)1- (F~), = Pj ~ if {FJ) · .... • 
· .. ····· .. ··. · - = P J + d± H (I - P) Q~ , 
0 
. ~ - --
IF IP.!!I _,'L.==; " 
. . 
- -·· .. - --··- . ·- - __ ..., ;- -····-·- ---·-·· 
Thus,if 
( 7 o2) 
-
= Pj ~ (r~p) Q~ 
::: p Cd -Q~) +- Q~ . ______ .,.. •' 
., 
~(t) = i (~(t) ,t)+ P(~ -Q8j)· 
;;;;; 
·:,;_ . --- . - -
. ., ... -_ ..... 
- - -· -· ..... - ... , .. ,.- .. . . ~ . _.-- '·.' ' -· --
So, · 
.. - . ·:.· ... : '' 
·-- .. , 
. . 


















... . .;)'• 
. 
. :,_. . --·· ··-· ···--··-------· 
I • 
. . . 
That is, .. Y is a per·1Qd1c solution of (lel). As 
y is dependent upQn ·. x~ , to find sueh a y ~· t18 must 




' . ' 
18 




equation requires that x¢i is chosen eo that ~·· [ ,,.''] . 
- -=~ ....,_-=--_- ~ 





·•···· . - - .,.,,,, 
. .... ..:' ;. . .. ,_ .... ; . . 
. . 
.• ··-•- .•.•. • I 
• 
' I • 
• 
• 
--· ---- _ ... __ --- .. -------:-·-~'_: ______ __:_ ---------. ~ ·- . --- ;:-ha a a derivative whose series representation agrees . · 
with that of i(~[x.~J(t),t} except on the' ta.fl ® 1. e., ·, = i i 
I ~ ' ' . except for termer of· order· gre.ater ~_han . m .• 
examine this more closely; ·· 
,... 
_ The determining equations are, 
.. ' . 
< •., •G ' 
· Let ~s··. . ., 
·.!>-· 
.. ,' ., ' .. -- ... •' ·( 
I 












_Cc~ c1 .. 4) ~ c ~j .. - 'lJ c ~ ( t}, t > > = o . , j -= 1, :-;~-; n~.-- ---·::: __ -::-~ -____ : ·-:I 
· _ __...··--- ·... .:. = . .. L8t Ulll suppose: that· x<i$, is chos~rn-an-a.-· i.ffi*'j -ne:s-a-~'-:-~F~--:-:___ I ~ 




\'.j ( 7 • 5) ~{( t) ,......, a.Jo + $; ( aj1 cos sea>t +- ~s sira swt ) • ,, , · -~ 
.----,.-· · · · ·· ·········· Note that this is a big assumption.:. for although 
· ! 
, I . ' . ·~· [ 1(~ J exists id.th certainty, it may be beyond our . . . . I 
ability to ·r1nd ito (lfe do knot, that the uC.X~]. eerie.a 
. ~··· , ···"~ 
1 
ha.a the· sS.me beginning as that of ,x,::. l) as ~Lt] E: s: . ) ···· ·- ···-·- · 
. , __ -· - ...... ~---·--... ·'-'~--~-~· ... _.,- .. , ...... ,_ , __ , 
" 




. - ,, - . .. .... 
tence of ( 7 o ~) detsr~lne s Cf, { ~ £}) , t ) 9 say 
( 7 • 6) . · ~ff~ C-tJ » t) ~ AJ 0 + 5£ ( ~s c.os s~t t- ~'l> sin ~il.)t) 
where the A;s and Bjs are functions of aj,s 
From (7o5) we obtain 
i 11 . 
. 
• '' J 
.. ··~·,iiiiiaaii,--..... ,--, ··- Fit M · .. : ·d · 
and ~s. 
·,, , I· . . ' 
- -.,- -··- ·--cdl---~-_ ... ,., ...... ~ .... ~. 
. . 11,,,,,., 
. . 









·--·· -•, ·-' .. as 
.. · 
' 
' . . 
. . 
\ ... ....... , _, . -, .i.: .... (· .. :. _·. A. .\ 
. · jo = 0 \ 
. ' . SW bjs = ~OJ = ~ . ·.
,. 
· ~-, ~ · f.v.,· · ( 7 0 g) 
. -- . .. ... I 
. ·, ,. . 
. .JJ'~~" . ~ 
· ·· ·.- swajs - Bj@ = o 
.. \ ......... . 
5 = 1, ... , m, ; j <::. 1, ... ., l'1 • 
. / 
--- - . --·- -- ···--·--------- -
'.I ., :,, . . ., ...:.; ~-.~. ' 
' \ . 
the ttro ·series (706) and (7 •. 7). must agree through 
For later.convenience, w\deriote 
. UJo -~ Aj"' . . \ . ' · ·· · · 




·. , · :-,J.,,;,·, ( 7. 9 ) . -·- ·. - .' ..... ' .. ~: .. - -- -·: .. _. ·_"-, 
-·· .· ·, •.. • ---------··· -
Ll.;s = sw~li _; ~s S =-1, .. .,,n i j: i, ... , n . 
".;s =-sw'js - BJ• ... 
. ~ ,· ' '' :, 1 
. ,, 
. ·, 










' ,# • I 
- •• •--••------ ~·-::-·~-"--"~~---~ ----'-"··-,---~ ---' .. -~ .. -- -.~,-,··~···C, ··.•· .. C --- •• ... - --=,=· =-~=·· ... , -.;_ c~·· -~-~~--·.:······-,,,_. .. --·· ,.--.----.-! 
.. , ......... ;" 
.•... i 
·--·- -·- ···- .--~-. ·-··-·-·- --.. ·----·-----, ... -, ,. ---,··- --
.~ 
,· ... 
' ... ,. 
. . 
- ··--· - '. - . - - - -,- -- . 
-- . -- .. ----· .. ,.-, - ............ ~--·-·- --~, .. -. ~·-·- ,,.,•.--, - ... - . ·-· 
making- the _determining· equations . 
( 7 e 10) c.:..1·· .. ·. AAA . : • J•---1 ..... 
' ~ - . ) • • • ) I" I' I . s -·. ) • • ~ ) I I •. ,. . 
. . 
. Sectien gs -- ... The Galerkin Approximation., ··-- .... ·-- - •---~-----~----···-· - -- . --- --- ·-----...------·---· ·--· .,. -·-
.. 
As we have· already noted, if the ·ci-ondi t1ons on ( 1.1) 
are sufficient- to make·. T a ,contraction mappingp then 
y · depends continuously t}n '\ xt3) , so that the tail co.-. 
_ efficienta o·:r y » .. 
• J =-·1, ... ,.·n , S2rn+1. 
beyend those agreeing ~1th ·the coefficients of x~ » are 
\. 
continuous functions of the coefficients of Jt<-10. 
If we are fortunate enough-to find a tailless x~ P 
. ----
.,' I ' 
,,.-1 I, I 
.... 
. .. 
' ···)'.: ! ' 
''j I 
i 
- ------···---- .. -- .--~--·····- -~-... ~-~----,- ' 
·-·'' 
............. •-~.-----.-,. -~- ·- ~=...--- -~..;,,..:.il.· .• -.- .. -_. -~··,· ··-:•-:"'---...c:.-, .... , •.. -·. -··'··-
--- '. ------- ,_, .. ·:--'·-- "-'-·· .\- ,.· . -- '"· --· ... ------ - -





~'I'' , ••••. , 
. . . . 
. -- ~ . -.- ..... ' '~. 
y -
•. .20 




the 11 tuation is. fQr s1mp1~ro -
\ 
' 
I front coefficients , 1 .
I 























• •;:·-- ·- .r. 
( $ .. 2) . O.jo .-, °'j~ /bJs ; 




·. ' . 
In this caee, the determining e<iUations form a 
. ' \. ' 
system of ( 2 fl'V! +11n equations in ( Z.vn -1-i\) n . unknowns. 
A liQe of-tttack is suggested by this disctission. 
Let X ~~ Px.ti ·have· undetermined ooef:ficiente (\Se 2) o· De- · 




- --· ·- .... ··-·-·· ·- -, ~ 
q 1 s known, we 1obta1n ( ana-. - ---·-----.. ·---
\: 
note x~(t) by itmlt) •. As 
. -~- ._'' lc:>gous to ·(7~6))9 / . · .. 
. . ·~.- 00 ,a . ·. . . ' 
. ( rn '. > \ " ( ' ~ "- \' . . ~ ' . r•.'i.\, ... - •. 
·_. ---~-~===~----------- --- ~-<--s. 3) -- -er·--- ---x. (+) --t-,-=- A -+ E A.: co~ -swt--+- 8. s1n.,s6>t1~----- _ . 
. -. bJ , ~o s= .t . JS> . JS . \ . -
· · - ~- . · •. · · 1he determining equations ~~e~ become .·. \, · .. -· · ~:-_. 
-(s.4) A: .. = o --~ -- -J"' . .\ -~ 
sCA> b1$ -AJ: = 0 · ]~1, .. '.,h ; s=·.t, ... ,; .. · .. , ·· 
- sta>aj~- .· BJ~ = 0 .· ·" .. . · 
.. --
- -- -·---~--- ~·'.-·---. -•~·---·----· --·-·· - ... -·-
. . ' 
. :.::. . -~' ' -- . ....:..._ 
' ' ~ 
' ' ' t ' . 
;. --· . ' 
For later convenience 9 we. de_signate these (analogous·ly 
- tA(·7·-~ ·9· .) en. d . . (. 1· ·10)) by. . . - .. -.--·- ·--. --·-·- ~--.--·-----····-------------------------··-----------_ .----.. _--_~ __ · ____-, __________ ·-----------------------
.._ -----------------·-----·..---.. ·-----. . Y' o ~ . G - - -- --------------------------------------------------·------------·-------·-----·--·-------····---··· ··-----· -------···-·--__:_·--------------------------•------·-·----------
--- - - -·------------- -------------··-·;·-- - -- - - . . . . - . . - . . ... -
( gG 5) 
\ 
u.J" =- o ---
. 1 . . -~~ 
. - ·. - '. - . _·· . .. 
' --
ll .. , I ------ ----------- .. --- _________________ .. ______________________ -----------~---·-- . --·-------··------ llA,5 -~ 0 . . . . ,· .·• . J-· == 1, • • •) n ; . s = 1, ~• •, J11 •. I -~ . ·• .,· ~ -. -J -·- ------------------·-------····------------- --------·--··-------·----------------·------- ----------- --- --- --·----- ____ -_______ _- ---~·. ____ : ·.·.-___ . _______ ,. ________  
VjS = Q . 
' ' l • 
·• 
I ; . ' 't,, 
~( ' . ' 
........ , ... 
, •, ' ~ •I - ·! 
" 




,~. ··----······-·--~··--------~- ...... i~---- - . . . 
('. - ~ . -···- ···-· ...... ---···· - - ·-;;~ ___ : ·-·-
' ,, 







l -;,-,. ~ ___ : ____ .·. ______ ··- ---~- ~- -· 
't 
......... .,.-... ~· ,, ····---: 
:~ .. --· - . 
. ,. ""(."· _, ... 




I:f the_s~ equatio~s yield coeffieientl\L ~s , bjs tor , 
,t.. rm{t-) , :x. m( t) is calied the .mth Ga1erk1n Approxi~ . 
mation to' a solu~ion ·of ,{lol) ;. and ·the. abo'.Ve· eciu.ationsp . 
\} '0 ' 
consti tutiiig an, approximati~n · ~o ._ the· actual. ·dete:rmining· 
equations, are called the mth ord~r determining e(!ua-
th- ' . .·· . 
tiens,· or m Galerkin equationso 
Section ·.·.9o A. Discussion· of the Determining. Equation. s. ··< 
' 
. Suppose the c@ndl tions . on q are sufficient· to 
guarantee that T is a·_ contractiono Recall that x• 
· is chosen satietying ~(Px.0)~ e · and ·11 P)(.~ l\·<:: r ..• ·· 
. ' '' . ' J . J ' .. 
For eimplicity, suppose that / t is sufficiently small 
:· .. 
that -the first condition implies the second. Then, it 
-'l•••"'; 
---
x~ is given by 
00 
•• ··-· •••·• -~ --t - • . • • • • 
' 
--·-- ·-··•·---·--·---·-·-· -···· 
I . ~- . 
_'' '•··•- · ······ · . ( 9o 1) .. 'X; ( t) l'V QjO + £ ( Q;:. C.06 Sc..)t +bj~ Sin,-Sl,lt}. -~-, 





_ __ . . the colldi tion "-U(f!.i;r;) ~ e is given by. .· ~--- ~- ··---
( 9 e 2) o..~ +k. L (a.!+b.!)~ e 2 ,J·=i, ... ,n. · L 
1 • • • 
I ' '•,•'~•• .-,, • 









' " I 
•· ··-·· .. -- -----···-·-··-···---'·--·~---- .--·--·-------····· -···-- -· 
. ,- · .. ·, .. •', .,,, 
., .,,. . ' :,: 
I • ' ' 
_. JO '5 =-$ J J . . . . 
'\1J' 
. Thi® defines a k.,.cellll .1\. · in the Euclidean k: ... space · · · .. · 
k . ' . ' ' . 
• E · » k = (2 m + 1) '1 9 of coordinate I.!! °)o 'll o'j'S , bjs ; , ·: 
. -···-·-·-·--·--- .. '_. -·---·--··· .. ___ / __ .-_,_-~·_-,. .. _-.. ·-~··-- .... ,
' . . ' ' ' 
5 = 1, .. , , m , J = 1, ~-_:_1"1. -.ir~en the de~e:rmining 
. ' . " .. ' . ., --·"'<'-- ... -· ,.•, ......... '.' -~·. • - .• 
equations and Gs.lerkin equations» given by ( 7ol0) and 
' r. ~ . ; , .- r • 
' ~ . -··· •· "· 
. .. - ------- -- -·--·-----·------·--·. -~-·-····- ---·-······· ' .. ·' ., .. , ·. - ·-···-' -. -··' ···-- . 






., ... ' 
.. · .. .,, 
• ' I 
.. -, ,·,,,.,·.: .. ·,, 
.. 
r . .·', ,~' • ·- ~.. ." 
•. ',• : ..... \ ' . 
·. . . • . . \,.Li"' ·• ' ... ' .\ . ~-I-· ' 
. ... · ... 
'' 
,..1··, 
~- ': '. ' . 
-
----~---===----~=--=-1!!!!!1!!!1!!!!!!!!!!!!1!!1!!!!!!l!l!!!!!-_ -
--~--- ---·.·~:··,_.·.- .. ·:-.~ ... ------~·4.'~-.----·-
..,-.. - -· 
- - - •· ·- -- - - ··•1--·----· ---- • · .. ---·-· --, 
____ ,. --·---~--,_-_,._. ____ - - M-_L-------"--........;c.~~- __ ., ·.··-. 
I 
. , --~- ~h~ra_ U:. ( ujel , µJi , vj,) , U .,,: (~!:), uj,, ~) ; s~1, ... ,m , 
..• ; •·: . , I---· ;-- • - . : J = i,, o ~ ~ ' h ii ' . , , ... 
· ·1t1e aeek a solu .. t1on of the determining equat101r1s, 
1oeo» AG;A such that U(,\)=- .. o , the 1:t""component . . 
. ··- . "";'"' ---- --- ··-:--··· ...; __ ., _____ ,; ;. -· -
. - ·---·--- ·-- ---~·----........... ·---------~--=--··.:~··.-_:.";.: -· --·· . 
.. ' :.·': . 
.. ·,' . 
. ; ·t- ; -· ' 
. " 
--
L~t us denote by C and C0 the·· ima'ge1, under · U 
and u re~pectiv@ly 9 of' ~A l) the boundary of A • 
These tfill be (k~l)~cycl®So 
' ,..•-- -· .-- . 
Suppose [C O ] 0 the set covered by the cycle C0 , · 
'· 
contains the @r1gino · Thi; means truit thereis a f\.. 0 re ~.:: ______ - · ______ _ ·---·------ -- ----- - . - . .. . ·. ·. ., .... ·- . -----·-----.---··--·--- ~~-
,, 
' 
• _ ...... - ·=· .. 











- If' C is very close to CO .... to be more carefully 
. I.... -----··. -- . 
. 
C ' 
... defined in a moment ~· then [CJ must ala~ contain the , 
'• ' ,. I • • • • • -






. origin» and hence, a solution of ll(A)= 0, the exact 
/ . -~·· Let d denote ths ordinary Euc.lidean di stance in Ek. · ~ ,, __ .,. ,, 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
1 • :······--. · If max d(U(.A), u(A))< d(C 0 _, __ Q} ____ a_'iib.en_C __ --------.-----·:--.---_,_· ____ _ 
~-·--·_;- - 1---.::....,_. ___ .._::--=-=;:;::~--=--------- -- -·-----·- - -- -·-· · ---- · - --- -- -- ----- · --·---i\-a---f}--,h __ .. __ ------ ·-- ------- -- ·- -- -- -- ---- -- -- -- ---- ----- -- - -·- ---------- 1.__ . . . _ - - -.- . - -- - -----~i---- ...:.... --· -· - · -
· ··· ····· 1e clcser t.o CO thill ie tlw origin» and hence [ C J - ·· : 
-
must contain the origin.v and there is a. solution.to the 
rt ,, 
l:i 





. ,, ( ... 
. ,. . _( 
I 
I 
~.- .. · 
', j' ' ' 





I . 1 
I f •• 
i,•" '• .,;-·~)::·~ · .••• ·•• " . 
'. . 




.. , '. ' ' ' ·~~,.,,, 
.. . .· .. _,. _______ ., .. _, __ .. ·--·'--· .. .;-..... -------···- -····-.--,;-:---· - . 
,J,,,_,~. --'-----=--- ·, •. . ----,.;~·-·-·.,,·~----=-"-·:.:.. -·- ,,. 
I 
: . .. . . . . 
--·- ---- . --
- . - -
) . . 
.. 
- --·- - - ,. .. --
- --------------~-----~---~=~~---~=~==~~...._ __ lumulll!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!I!!!!!!!_ . .. - .. -- -= --__, 
- ------ ----. - .•----.-.. ---. - . ' -·· .. -- --· -~-.c·--·· ~•-----"--'. 
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Section lOo Statement of the Example and First Approx~ 
1mationo 
.• ·- ... r . 
• ,c-· I.. • .,'.(.-,-
-·· 
In this Chapter, we shall apply the mefthod ot Chap-
,·. 
-ter I to the aecon<1--order equa.~i.on -
00 3 . (lOol) - X + X · =- sin ·t - .·.,_- ·--- -
• •"·•• ,-..... r_r. .. ,,T~•"... < • • • 
I 
I ·- , •• 
in an attempt to find a periodic solut.ion w1 th period 21C. 
In Chapter I, ·the algerithm used _in.volved_only first 
. 
. 
order derivative_s, and the integral operator H involved 
.. 
a ontt~fold integration of the Fourier aerie So There 1s 










----- --------· ----------'--~-._ -'---- __ -·-~nothing essential· in- this asijumptiono ·rt the dot of ___________ _ 1 
al.-..------"--'-----'---'--'-~--e-hap~e-r:--I--1-a-..:.1--n-t-e~rp-re ted to · mean the second derivative, ! ' - :I - ---·--·~--·· .. ·:·,; .. ··_·;_, __ --·-----··~ I 
• p .-
'. . •' 
. ' 
and .- -H is defined. by a t11o~fold integration, the process 
is the sameo Thia is the· procedure we shall follow in 
. . .. _ . ' 
- ... ,.,. ··- -- ,_-···-.- •· - . -- - -·. - . - - -- __ ,._ - --··.· - ·- c· • ··------.--· ·,v- --·---- -- ·•---•-. ---- ··· · - .. =;~"""-" .,.;.,. ~-,.,.~-::-=-.. ,_,._--'----,--. 
. . . For tl1e solution space S , we consider periodic 
Then any e_lemen.t --- x ot 
Fourier series 
I 
S can be represente4 in a 
_, 
. ·_ .. '. . '-
-~ . ·.) .. ~ ; . 
_./, ·_ 
. . . 
---· '·----· _,__ ·~----'·---'-···-·...:.,--- ___ .,_ .. ,__. "·-· •·. 
. . . , . 
. x(t) rv b~ sin t + b 
' . 3 
• 
~a.rn 3t -r b5 • sun rl-t-.... '· 






' ,_...: ... ~.• 
', .. 
. \ 














~~ .• ~.-- ... ~·......:=...··---·- ---------------- ---------......... --==~==--~~-------!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-~~··mmu_•• 
• I - '·-·····-··----,'·I ··----- .-.,,--. - ------------=-----.--•---·-...t ..... __ , .. __ ., ·----. -
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24~ 
The norm ·. 'V(x) ». ie then gtve~ by · · ·. · . 
• rl•\•\·1: ,,.,,, i a?t ' . ' - %.. - . iL .· 2.· ' -. .1 
(lOoJ) ~{-x_)= (k'J( Jo ,t~(t)dt]. = [\(biTb3-to •• )J~ 
Let _us.~ttempt a first Galerkin appr~ximationo- If 
'X. .i= b1 sill\ t 1 we obtain ···. . 
- . 
~io 1 _ 
. ( 1004) . x : - ~ sin t. 
. 
.. -_ . - ._ . -· ... .. ,.:_., .. --- ·····. (10 .. 5) &1)! = bi si.n~t·= b:·c% sio-1 t - ~ 5l61 3t) 
I • "°l:l 
,' \ 
•,, ~- 1,.'I 
0 
t • ' . For. the first app:ro,t1mation, this quariti ty should vanish · ----- - ... ' .. •' . - . ·--------~--------,-· .. ·--~- ~ .. 
-in the_· first order term» 1 o e e , 
------------·-----------·-· ~ --· . . . -- - --- -------------·--------- ----------------------------------------- --------·---,·· - - - . -- ------- -- ·---- --- .. . ---------·- - . - -- -- -- i - -- - - -;------------
' c 10.:m . u = - b1 + ~ bj_" -1 = o . 
. · ! . 
-'· --------'-.----- ~-----. • •:•:,- • - • --~.~-----•-• ... <-- Jf - - •-• -- ----·---------• • .-·- •- '-'-----~~C - - -:- ,-~,C:.____~. -• ~-• __ . -•----~•-•-~~C--~., --•------C-: :_-:":'"• ... , _, _ ..__ 
~--r . 
·, . ~ lit 
· Thi~ yields a value for b£ of approximatel-y 1.49 .• _ Thua1 -,~--,-· .. 
- the first. Galerkin approximatio·n .. is 
_:~,--~·~··~·-·c·"·:~- --~-::·· ·_ ·_. ( lOe g) X. .i ~- . 1. i1 5Lt1 t • . . "· . -~,. -··- --,- ,-,: . ··--·---.. -- ·--, ...... ,_ -· , .. - . 
• !, • • 
_..,....,--.. - ..,,._... _  • . ' ,_ ..... >~ .. • . ' ,· 
- . 
Section llo · A Second Approximation and Rema:rks on the · 
- .• -t 
Operators@ · 
'I,,•'-, 
_ Then, . Uf31ng standard·· tr~gonometr~c identities, _ as 
in Section 10, tie obtain - ., .. ,_ J "'"'\ .I'. • • -- - ,,\. ~, ...... ,_., ,, . -~- . 
. ... "'~··:·: .·. ,,· ·I 
.. "., .. 
. ·-' 
. /' . 
' 
--· -- --- ••••• _,. ___ --·-· - -·-·- ---·. • •• ' • -· · •• • ·-,.-· 1 









( 1i ~ 2) ( X ca>);= Pco ~L~ t + ~?iD si-'I 3t +. p57,)Qin S"t + r,,,,~in 'It + f ,o $iii'\ q-f:. 
' (3ui = ·~ (3b{ - 3b: b1+.bb1 b;) 
~:JO= ¥4 (=>b: + 'bil2 b:; + 3b:). _, 
= ~4 ( - 3 b 1. b + .3 b b 1. ) so .. · . 1 3 .. 1 ! . , . 
1!, • 
. -. : . 
,- ._,: .... -__ ~ '. 
. 
. . . 
... · .. p.,o ·= . J,!4{-3 b1 b: } . 




- ., ·-· ,,. . 
·, 
:/ 
1-' • ·--· -- ', I t .- -: 
· ·-: · . · He.no;\» . 
; <. (11 .. 3)(;~,, +(x<,l) 3- sift t =.(-b,+p,~-1)~in t-t-(-'fb,1-~)sin 3t+~·· 
. .. . . .. - .. 
. -~·· 
. For the second ·appr~ximation, the fi.rst and te!e·cond .• . . 
'·· 
.. ·--~~- ... ·· .. .....,. .... ,. .. -·"·--·-->"··-~·--- --._··-· •··-· ,- . 
.. 




"- : . _ .. : .. _, ..... 
. ' 
and ~Ool24 , respectively.qt--·-···· So- the second· Gale·rkin 
. approximation 1Sl 
. . . (2,) . . \ 
-
' 




-:,;_,_ . ?·, . (llo5.) " ~ 1.1-3+ 9in t - a.12+ ·-.in 3t". 
:'.') \ 
·This processlf·"i t ia clear, ciln be carried out for 
1
'. 
..... ---· . . ___________ ..::.:.:~ . .:.  .:_:.:. .. _ .. :.,...: .. __ :~.= .. :~,:~:: .. :...::.::.::.:.:=· ____ .... .: ..... :. . .: .. : ..... '_::. ·===-------~--t:t .·. --·----- -------------------- ·---. - .. . -.. . . .... . -~ . . .. . .. . . . . . . ........ . .. ..... .... . . -
. ·, ": 
-----~-·------- • - -- ~-- ---- - ~ -- ---·--··-···--·---~----
,! !, 
.. • -- ·. --_ c· ...... ,~.:·;,·-... :,. ~:-·---~-' ·· ,~ · higher·· orders, becoming more and· more @umber1om~J' · ho111eve-r • 
- -·-·· ... -· ·-·-·- ............. - .. - ---- ·- ... . - ... -- . . -----··---·--· - ·- - . - .... -- . ,_ . 
. ' .. 
. We are ther®by-· approJtimating a peiri~dic ~olution, but·· 
u vi thout knowing if there really is one to appro;imate, or, ... __ -----~-- H ',,.·i 
···--·· ·--·-------·'--- --'-'-·"- ~---·-· .. .. .. 
,....':',,••-·· ----~----· 
To answer these questions, ~e apply the process of 
'.) 
,, ,,,., .... ,., . -·--~-1-----~'', 
I • 
. ... ·'''"'";, ,\ 
' .,_, .. 
',' ....... . --,-:-
·~~·-···• ,-~~·· - - ,; ___ • .:__··a .• ! ,. 
-- ---.~~.~-.. ·-··· ·---_...-·-··--·--------- ~=--~~~~~===:~~--........ ~~-~-----~~!!!!!:!!!!I!~~~· m-~~~~ 






Chapter I0 For this analysis, t1e let m ~ 2 ; i0eo, 
the projector P · ie onto the first ttio coord1nateee 
•.. . · 
For 
( 11.,6) ·· •- (x = 
tie take 




• I : (11.,S) Hx ::: - bi stn t -:- 1'32. b, sin 3t ""'. %-z b~ ~in S"t- .••. 















Then, as in /Chapter I, 
' ¢ ' ' 
,;······ - '. 
. ' ·- ...... 
. ,, ( 11" 9) . '"() ( Px.) -:: 0 (x.) . . ..L.,.-·:\ :::·:·-:··.,"~ .. 
-£ ' • ' 
(llolO) "ll((I-P)x.)~_'V(x) ; ;[ ., 
·------ ..... ··--·----··-(-.-..--:.·------. ---~-... - . --. -- . -- .----·.·--~·----. '-- .. ...---··- .. ·--···-·--·-· ·---. -- . ··-·- ------·----
' 
--··-·----···-· .. ··-····------ . NS . ( s· I R J ' ' . ·. • - ' . ~ ... ' -. -. ·. ··, -c"···" , . 
\; - . . -- . ~. ,_, • _.-~ > , - - - . ·- - Ir . X. e, . = x.. e - - X = 0 . . -,-=C-,..c,-~~-~~~~~-~-cc_,,_,_,, ~.:. '.~--' C ... --. -.. ~~7-~,c~:~~"~.-~~~~-~ - ·" -, 





! (ll.,ll) ;x.(t)rv :b5 ~·u·,5't -r b1 si.n7-t+.· .. , .. ij 
, ! and 
I l ' 
1 I _ (110 12) Hx. = - ~5b a. Si.n 5t' - ~ £>~rt '7t ~ .. • ~ , ~····· ! 
I ,!:r·. . 
I SO · · · 2 . 2 I (llol3) 0CHx) = r~ ( ~~ "'° ;!t .·.) ~ + . ~ • • • 
-- .... - -- '• - ..• .. - ·-- - •'· ··-
..... ; ~ -···. . ....... .-.' ... ---·---L·~ 
. . ----·-.--., . . ... -·' ..... -
. i 
l .. <-· ..... -- ...•• - · · • i.1 )1' ( · ) i, · j i, ..• · · ) .. .. - · .. · - .. 
! · ·· .-- - · . ~(~4 -1- 71 4 + ... ,,. b~+b!+ ... ,a= ii(~+~~+ .. -~ 2W(x). - --





i .. .. . - --- . .. . 
· Recalling the formula 
' -I 
(lle15) 1;- %4' + %;'»+ .•• = 
I • 
. ~ . . 
.• ,-..•..... ,1 ._-•---•"••--•-·-•••-·•----•••--•C,--· -•••-·- ·, -··-.. "- '----.'-"' ... , ,:. . -- " . ', ' . C "· - . 
'• • I· t I \. "' r • a., ,",, \,w -. ·~ ,., '-.t' ' 
...... 1' 
. \ . 
. . . . ... 
. . ,'. . . . ·- . -. 
. . ' . . . ··--·· -, ... ----~··. --·-·-··-----'----·-- ··-··-· ---.--·.,.·.-............ .-_· ........... '. . ............ - .... ---·· ... . 
' ' .,: 
. ,(, -· -.·,. 
- -
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27 
i,e can estimate·· the quantity in ( llo 14) » thU9 ·obtain~ 
. 1n.g II Hx II ~ o. Ob'S 3 'V(x) . 
by 
X · = -== X .i= stn · 
. 
! . 
• - I 
., ~ 
. As before, 
f x. =- (I-f?) Qx. = - x 3 + Px 3 i 
Fx = HJ x -~ H {-x ~+ Px:>) · 
- 2. . . P =- P , PF =- o . · ·· - -- --- ---· -----~· .. -·- ~--·--·--·· .. -- -·-.. -·- ······· · · ---·-· ···--· -·--- --· 
. . "·:r • ;rf1,., .. :· ... _ .-· 
. -
- - . . ·, ' \ 
• , · • ·-: .,- - f ··1 · •· ••""""'°'' .'-,' ,"-' ·•j•-. . .,.,.. >I-,·-•·,: P •" · '""-• ..... #J:"l_..,,-.-:,,.,-.--n•~~'"~'"'."-"7"'"·, .. •, .,_ ••.. ,_. _,_..f .. - .-- ·• • 
·, 
"-.- '' 
Section 120 Several Estimates and Existence of· a·. Fixed 
' 
) .. -., . 




. ~ . ,... ~.' . ; I . • • 
I. 
-
. Using the Galerkin Approximatione 1n· the previous 
sections for ·an indication of the location· of exact. 
... -~---··-~--;--. ~~:·,:::,·_-::.. ~:::.-_~::~:·:-·--· , -~-· .... ·-····-·-···-- . ,,,. ·.·r-.. 
-- -- -------- - .----·--·------.... --- -
. , values for b .1. and b3 P we Il1:tght rEu11901lably expect b1 · ·. 
"·'- ,_._--.,.,·,c•c . .r·c• •. cr.-~ ·.· .. -,--,--~--'-------",-··--· .. a. ,- • • •.. • .~-- ----r-- ----· ·~-=--~~~~--'---
' to be about 1.,4 · and b3 to be about -Oo2 (with th8' ' -~ __ -::-;~-·. 
,, . ~ . 
. · second figure not quite as reliable as the firet, as it / 
~· ,-- __ _____ _ ~-~ ..... QQJD.e ~P in only @JQff- approximation, whereas the 1.4 
for . bi · has appeared twice) 0 ' 
'· 
- . --- .. 
, 
•;• . __ ,,.t 
Let us auppo.se 9 then, :that .for. aome given. h > ·O - , . 
.. ', ------~to be··about'·lo5), 
' '-' .. -.,··, 
. -
··l··· __ .--=··-· --.• : ...... -... c.12Q·1r._ L br~--h .. · .. _· -~ ..• , .hs L ::: __ ~!4_ ·. ··~· t .. 
·----.I .. -- ·-- •. ... . --···- -· - .••. • •···· --···-··••··•·-·-··--- ~ 
• '·~··- I . I 
. . . . 
•·· ---- --- --- ·····------···· ····-- -- ·-······ -·········· ..... . 
.. r . ·--·····-•··-··--------······-·· . -·. ---· ............. ·--··-·-
--- ---···--
l •·;: .. ,.•-'• •· ,.,, • ,.,••,•-•a,""'• _,.,,., .. , ..... ~a.·-"','>'•~•"'"'"''~·, .. ,.,.,.,._,,.,., ,.~.··,ru•,.,•,'c~"• .. ·-',•·,;•-·,1••••• ,.,,.-.,.,, ,,_.., ~· .,.,, 
! ... : .. ", ,, 
'j 
: ' 
-Theis@. rough re:strictions i1e use to obtain eetimat~s, 
' l 
' . . ' 
, .. l . ,. -·-··· - . ·"·' - . ' - ., . - ...... ·-·····' ... ·-. . - -
.-.- ....... ag·a1n rough ones, on the quantities below: If 
' . - ~- _;· .... : '..... .. - .... · 
........ -·· ..• · ------·----- ·--~-.' ---· .. _,,·-_ .-- ·-- ._, ·-·---·--------·----------------··--·-----·-·····-- -- . -- --· .. 
·---····---····--·---·------------·--·-----~-·-- . --, --, ·---~----··-··------·-······ 
. ' 
.. 3t 
CJ;, ' •• .. J ' 
' ' 
. ' .: .. . ( . . ' ' 
:· . 





.. : .......... \ . )_ ' 
' 1, • A, . 
r. •. 




. .~.· ~ 
/ 

















th.en , ~ ' ' 
(12 .. 3). '<l(x~) = f~(b!+b:Jl~~ %(~)~~ 0.13 h. 
. . 
· ( 12., 4) . ·IJ )(~fl = JJ b1 ~ivo t + b3 !i>ln 3t If ·~ h + "'.= 1. 2 5 h ... 
~ r 
,.., . ... 
' ,• 
Fer tionvsniencej) · define 
(12o5) C =- 0. 13 h , r" g 1.25 h 
. / 
. . 
Define, · s~ analogously to S: in Chapter i: · ·· ·· · · · · · - - · 
• 
( 12 .. 6) S~= {xe SI~~ x ~, "(J(x)~ d, lhdl~ R, ~(x.- Px)~ ~ )llx- B.U::fj 
0 
where d,. R ,J ,. f # a.re numbers to· be selected below.· ""-' 
By
0 (12 .. 3) and (12oll-) 1t.re have, for X,~ Siit, .. 
. ', •' . . ~ .. 
. . 
.. " . 
--·· ------·-- ------'--
(12 .. 7:1 '-O(Px)·= 0(x.ti'&) ~ c · . ·. . , 
------·--·---- --·--···- •, • , ' • ' I 
.. -·-· ··-. ·---··; ·----··· - . -·-· .... - - •. '-·- -- -- . - - - -- -- • •.• - -_. -~------ • ---. _. • --- - ____ __c_,_____ ____ .,_----.··----~-------~~- ----
-~~·:_ ~~(-12.~~~/LPt.U :: · ILx ~ ll-~- r-~--·~-~------;-..:...' -~·~~'----' ~~~---··-~-~~-
- t) • •. . ~ :11t, I'" I . 
' . . . 
Consider the tran~fo:rmation T= P+ F : S ,. S • -··· ·" . 
. . ·., 
-" C .~.<. ~~'--~-G~ 16t ~=:x , ~cs~ 0 We seek ~uff,1c1ent conditions --~--~-
. that ~e S ·., We must satisfy five conditions: (1209)--
: _, __ , ___ , · ., · (12oll) belewo· ·'·Therse·are checked, one .. by one,_1n the - '"-·-·. ~-"·· ·-- . __ ·:. . ;• ~ ' ' .. 
- follot11ing· an~lysis: . ,1.- . 
' 
'. •, I 
I ·-- ··- : -.-. ··-•- ····-··•. - -. -. ·- . -( l ~:!2 == -~i~~ , ~:- -~~- . ~~ - - -. •- _- . ,1- -- - . -·.. -.. -- . -. --•--- ·- - - - ~- , -
;, .........•....... -····-······-······ -.... ·· · ··· · .·· P~ ~ P{ Px·+ Fx.) = .. Pf+ PFx = Px_ = .x.* ,.as . ~~·s.•. . __ -i i -










+· . •--.~- __ ., ______ --··- ,. ___ , __________ - -•--------'----·--·· ---
' 
ii -
.. r · 
This condition is satisfie~o . . . : . . . 
" ' 
. .. --·-··-···-·---.-~-----~..C..-·-:-=-----.~:.· .... -·.. . . . .. ·. . . . . ' ·• ·.· .·. ' ' . ,. . . ·. . · ... ,: 
I 
• I 
,_ ' . 
. -· ,· ·-,, 
--· ··-----. ----- . - ~ ............ :. -- ··-·. .. .. .. 
'. ·. ·, ' .. ,.,.• 
•. .ft ' . . ..~-
:,.,\ 
\ ' ' ,. 
···. ,',• 
.-. ' 
, .. .._ . 
' . 
,,.,,., 
l,\LM-. ,.,,1:,111 'I,., 
--
• .ti 05 OE ii i 
. -·· - 'c . -"' - - - . - . ·, -"':'7' ' -
---------- --------.------~~--~-=---~~-
- -- ----- - __ "7"_·-~;r, ___ - -_.-·. ··-· .··- .. 
' ... 
J ,1 .. 
. I 
.29 
(.12 8 10) '-{)(~) ~ d · . . . · . 
. . '1J ( ~ ) == . '-() ( plj + ~ - p'j ) ~ ~(p~ ) + '1J((I - p) ~ ) . 
. ~. ~ 'V ( Px ) + '1J ( (I - P) ~ ? · . . . 
·· Nct1 Px = PJ == x. *' · l) and ~~ x.'*) £ c. 
. (I-P)~ = ~ - P~ = H (-x 3+ Px~) by definition 
l... 
.. 
.. ---·- -~- -.,, ;·, ___ :- .- --
. -~ . . 
... ' ' . 
• ' I • 
ot y · , I 
J 
"-0(~-P~)~ rs2 'V(-x 3+ Px 3) .by (11.13) __ ,,-;_____ , 
_ = J/s 2 '-U( x~ - Px.3 ) 
•,, . 
. ' 
' I ' ' ' • • 
';'_ ·, ... . ' 
' . _.· . .· . 2 
.~ o/5z '{)( x3) = ~51. '-() ( ti X H X) 
. -
"', ~~ . . : 
. · . ·. · J ··. • •· • ~ ~a '-(){ R~) as · x e: 3 «/ 
. . •, ~ 
.. = ~2. td(x.) ~ ~2 d. .... _· . · .. · ... 
-•·•4 ~ ·' ; •... - ' . . . . : . - . • .. ' - - . 
' ' ·, 
. . . 
' . .. -
.. ' ·_. '.! 



















·- . . Thus '-()(~) - C + ~. d . .• . z . , - . . . 
. -- - --- Te sat1srY (12.,lOL) we n~e.d -c+ ~.1-cf$: d '. ·. .-~.,-. -
., ,_,., :.• .. ,t 
····-·· ---"i'•'••:· ~ ' 
, r12.-1rr II~ JJ ~- R--~ --- --- - --~ -'----~ -, --~· -=· --~~ =--~--· --· .:............._ ~-~ - ! 
· . . II~ II:$ II P~II + 11 '1- P~II ::: 11 l" JI + U_~ - P'1 U, 





•• • . ,,. ··. . . 1 
! 
~ ' - D . 
Hence r+ O. 01.13 R1a!S: R ,'ift ori.er to aatisty (12.11). ·. ·.·· •· 
(12.12) · ~((I-P)~) !!:: ~ .. · . _. . . 
- . . 
. -'f. ~ ... _·. ._· . -_· . -•.- . _· __ .· •.. . . · __ ·_- .. -_-. 
____ -~--_;___,c_-· -F~rom ab_o.Ye_,_tt12 ... 1.o.}J-- -=>=,. _we. haYe .c.._ , ..•.•... · .· ... ·· -•· .. ·.-.• •· ··· .. ··.. • '--- . ... _ ···.·.··•• . · ···-·-· .... ..... .. ·-· -
· .. ""
1 ((1-P' u) <£.. ~2. d - -~--_ --~--a· -en-c·e·-"·t--o~---a·t--1-·s·f· y·--·(·--1-·2 .. ·------1--2· )----------w· e·--------~- ·- · __ · -.---·-··-----·-·-- - --·-- ---.......---- ' -------- - --- -' 
- ·--cJ --- . - - --J- ,-- -==------ 'al- - - ;• - . • J . . _a, . - -- . - • . J . . . . - .. -
m, u. st· h 0 ·m,e. R~i d ~ -J· .- · - · -· _- - . · , .. ~ · - -• _--. · . . · -• 
---- ----------------"--·------~-
' . ~ V . . 75~ :t, - . . , • . . ' . . . . . : . . . . . . . ~ . . :, - . . . . .•.. - : . . .· 
I . . . . 
. ---.----·------·-·--·_,··. _________ .-· '_--· : __ ·· .. __ ·. _--~ .... -------·-- ··------·-···--·---------·····-·--··-----·--·--·--···-------·····--- ·-·-··-··-·-·---·--------------- . ·' - '. 
--~ . 
' . ' ' . - ---. . .. . 
. . ...... ,--, -· .... 
'' ,', ·, 
J ...... J'' 
.. 
'.. . ' -
-·----,------~ .. · ~· . 
----- ·--· -··---- . --· ---------"'"-~-- . ~----------«-- .... 
- . . . . :·.-- ·._._,_ -- ·-;:; ·~'' 
' . 
I • 
. ,, . ' 
. ' 
' ,/ .. . ' 
. l ... 
. ) ' 
' ' 
\ I ," \ ,' ,' • • • • ( • ' 
-·. ,_, ........... -.................... ., ......... ·-----------------------. ----·-· 
. ' . 
... -----~-~:--.'.~--~·-: --·,: .. ·-·.- .J .. : . .'~.~~·-·~--- ····-- -·~ ---~-----·····:------·-··· -----: -···--· .. ·,-·-·-·--·-·······-·:.. 
• I · ,' ., , l . 
, ----C_,._, __ , __ , ____ , ___ c ______ ,. ••---••·-· ••·--•;-··· ---- _'. ____ '-••••-·-·--,--•---•••·-••~ 
... 
' Ji ..• ~------- .. ·--~------ ., ---.------ . .- t . -.,-/ 
·····--•--.----·· 
' ., . ' .. ~ ' ' . 
8 . 
. ,' . 
. ' 
, - • ' ' +, ' • ~ • "'·'·•••• • •I\ . . • ,. " 
__ . . _ __ --- •. ;-.·' ·-- .... _ .. - '-.-........ , ____ : ______ , .. --.--·-----.. - - - -- -c-·- - -- : _____ : ---~-- -"~·-::_. ___ -c-.:.._:..:·_--·i---·-···-'------:-···-~-----:----·-. · . .. -r---·--:~--·'.-:--~,~-.-_ . .,---~--------: , . -. _ · .. _:. ,_ l__.... . 
(D . . . : 
' ·. ___ · ·_ ·:.._ ____ ' ... , .. ·. ·_ '·'. '· .... ·--.·. 
,. ~ ...... .. .. 'I 
~:r ·------------,---------<'==<!_ ........ _&LIV __ _,,-~-~=~-=-"""-~==-~--=~-~- ----!!!!!!!!I!!!!!! 
~ • • ---~ - - .;J, 
--··-····-- .. '···------- ·- _, ___ ,_____ . ··---·-·· ... -··· .. ,-. -- .. ''-"~-,.,,-. __ -.-- ,- .... :::"-.-----.] 
Im __ ,.l 













. II (1~ p)~ II :; II H { -x. 3+ Px. 3) IL ~., ••• ' c-~C"' --. • •• . . . .. 
· s 0.0"'8' 0(x 3 - Px.3 ) by (110.15) e: 
s Rl' I ' 
... .,,:,, _ ... ,~ ff,: _ _ ·O O Ob S1 ~ -_ cL as shoim in ( 12 o 10) _ ~bov..e _ ~ ...... ::~:-_.;'. .. _._· -'.~;.::. . 
·· .. · ... ·.·· .... _'' Hencej) to en~ure (12,.13L, t,1e must have O.Obj3 R1a!:f . . ·. i--
, . . .. 
In 14}ev1eia- the11p .a set of sufficie11t co11di t1ons for 
' ' 
· -- · T(Qaf) S ~. 




. ' ' ;,i:;1 • . • . 
' . . ., . . . ~ ' 
.. ,, . ,. . 
..... ' .. . ... 
,;,;, C + ~Z. d ~ d 7 · C = 0. 73 h 
r + o. Ob-j3 Rz.d ~ R , r= 1.25 h 
'%1.c1 ~ J 
o.ob'213 Rz.d ~ f . ' - ./-_ . ~ . . ; · ... . : ·'. 
. , ...... \;, 
~r, simplifying,· ' . 
• I . 
. .• ·1 
. : • / ' · . .f .• '-,~ . '· 
. ', .... ,. 
---·;------~ '' . 
....... 
c'· I ' 'I 
. -----,·-------- ------· -- - ----·-- -- ··- - --· - ·-------- ···----------- . ' 






( 12.15) C + & ~ d ·. , . , ~· , , 
-------------~~-=-_ --~_-··~-.·;=~·•·-~·_-_--~_-_-_-c-_ ..... ____ _,___ ':-.. -. -------_ -------r-+·--c----~--R--~--~........__._...~_---~-~-:-~-_---~--~---.-:. __ --, __--~~---------~-~~---~--~--~---~-~-~'--·+'-'-:. ~.-~~~-~ 
. . ~-~ . . ~ ( 
. · -; , • . R 2. d ~ 2 5 ~ . -: . : .·· . --~ -L - ~ -- \ 
. . , . . , F 
_ . 0. Ob'83 R2a. S. (' ' ' . 
·. 1- •... __ 
. " ' ' . . • - ' • ! 
-------Recall- that t1e·-- have ye_t-- to· chotfse··--t-he se· c:onst-aii_t-s;~---... ,.-~---=· ~----·-·- -- -i . . .. . r . . . ' ._:: -~-..i...'-----~ ..... 
- . · but 
. _ • .·.: ·:·-· . .-- ··:··· ,<c· ·c-.-·-1... · -.·•-,.·•, , ,· ·• · h must be about .lo5. For the particular choice· 
.... ,. \ ' . . h I: lo6 i;i ~~ d, f • ~ \ can be chosen: satisfying (12.15) • 
For e.1tample, 
-. 
--.. ·.-.::.:. :I .. -- -·-- -··-··· - -- -- ·_----,-~ '(.:..I',:,--.",·-£ .. _----)·-----------_:_. -- ···----------r-·- ---~-----'-o· -. o-{!)-.:..1 . . - ~ -_· = : : .. -: -_-·· . - =~:_:__ -_ ·:·:- -:--.., --_-··-- --,_----- -----~--------··· -------··-···--· --·-- ---'------- - . - ... • .. .- .. ·--
- ----- - .. ' ----=r· --· ·-·. - - - . .c;. f .LC - -, 
. ' . 
. ,, " -... ,,." .... "" ......... , ..... ,,._.,: •,•: ..... : ... , .......... ,_,. '""·-· _ ....... _ .. _........... ........  .., ..... , ...  :... ' -- .. ' ....  a ' = ' . '·o ·, . Q. "5" b ' .... ,. ·•· ' ··-·. . ' -..... , .. ·- ...... ·'":-~--~-~~~-·-·····---------~------------·--·--.,-· .. ------·---··"·-:·-jr,.,..;,,. .. ~-·--~-.--~.,.-...... ,_.,,,_ ·--:···~·---···--·--·-··-"·~-·-,.--;:,.····.· ' . •'• .. . 
·-C. ... , d= C+J ~ 1.:22~ · · 
-~ . .:....__..c_. --··--·-----···-··· __ ..•. ••...••.. -· R = r-t-e := _z .o 'f 1_·· .· .. ·· .. · ....... · .... ··.· ·. · ... · · -~ __  I . I 
•· -- . ' ---·--------·-·-- : 
· .. is a solution of (12ol,5)o -< ---·· 
' 
- ---, __ -
.. .J ·· · We use these conrgtants to define 
. :,_ '""; ~ 
s•. t -
•• 
• ,' I , 
,.· . . .. 
' ,, 
:'. . . :· .. 
• I,.· •·' ': • \' • ,. ,' :.,~.· 
.... •:. I \ ' 
'" 
. . ---·-·-·-·-·-· ---·-·-··-···-·--·-~-·-•---· ·-·--·-'··-:--·.,··.··-', ,. -·-,·--·,'---~-- ._·.·, __ ,,,'_ - __ .. _,._ ·. -~-· ..... ··_. ·-· . ··-.···----·-···''. __ , 
. 
•, .z I ' "l,1 •.'·, •• • • , 
( ,, ' '' . ' _· i_ .'·, • 









Ncrt1 we t:1hot3 that T 1£!1 a contraction mapping: 
slff -r T; ...... .. ..... Let X,1 , X2, e . , .. ~1 = X1 > ~2. = .Xz. 
Then,ars 
. . . ''".--' -· .. ,. '. - .. 
. . . 
• t 
' . ...,, ·.c- .. ..- .~ 
. . . . . . . .. -· 
, Pxi.=x ., .t= 1,2.. ······· 
' 
we mu1t have · 
(1201s) ~1 -~2.= - H [Cxi-x:)- R<~:-x:)] 
so 
--




.": ...... --· .. ---' -- ------.. _:_ ----- -- . t 
----.---- - ~- .. 















. . i 
I 
! BE> .T: ;L ...... ~ ... !:L ..... . ... is a.Clontrae.t.ton. · ---,.~--__ . __ c---;--~-.--~~-----:--------------~___;:::_~~~~ --- ----- %' 
Hence, by the Banach Theerem, a fixed point ~ (x.'11] 
~ 
. exists, and 1m ce>ntinuously dependent upon thtt choice 
of · x* == h1 sii, t· +- b3 sin .3t · ···· 
... 
- .. - - - .. 
• M '• ;• • •• • ••' ·.··'·:• '. • • - ., • •• • 
1 . 
. . . ' -· ~ 
' --- -- __ · ... ····- --
.. 
- -- - - - ·~-·· -'··---· ---·--·--···-
Thu a, ~ = b1 ~i111 t + b3 sin 3t + b1[ b1 ') b~J s.ivu 5t+ b.,[bp 9JJ ,i,,, 1t .. • H 
· wh®re bs ,b,. ') etc. are continuous 
1Ji b1 , b! for lb11 ~. h= 1.b , 1h3 1 !=: ~ = 0.4 
• 1 














·~~-=== ·==~-... ,--·-r·-,, I ----------------------------------·---- ..... -------- --- - ------------·-------- .... I .. I ------ - ·-----
. • ·-'-··------•-·--·----·---·--·--c.--·-·------·---- . -,, C·,:: ' 
·:-----------~-=-~~-----~~:_,:._;,,,;,._~ .. =-~Section lJo · Estimates for th8 Fixed Point. """'' , .. ,., .... ,./.'.' .. .· •·••··.······ ..... 
. . ..... 
- . '.,.,.,,:.__; __ -., ... ' , .. 
' '· 
. ' . 
. .( 
.: , .. r:".·.•.,,.,,,.,,, , 
• 
r.,. .• .1•,,, 
,, . ~ . 























.. --- ' 






(1~02) · .. d~.·[~-·~~] = -~ 3 +p~:i.· 
- - • -- --- - -- --------- -- -- ' - =- - --- -----· .• '. -- - ' - - - - -.- • __ .. ~- '" 
32 
Now let ~--- . . \ _ 
.. . (l)o3) .M. = ~ [ t: ( ~ _: plj)] ::= ~(~·3_ pi!) .. 
. - .. -- ·-- .. 
From -- ----- ·-
0 
· ,. . --~:-~----~---· - ----- __ : . ( 1-3. 4) -- _ _:_ ____________ . -· 
' - . 
' . ' ' . ' . 
' ' 
.. . 
• I' • :' ' 
' . ; . --·~ ·: ... 
.. . ~ . - .· ..:.. . 
I ··we have .. ~ 1 -.- • · t 
' . . 
_ .. . < 13.5>. 13= ( Pi)!+ 3 <P1 )~( ~ -P~)+ 3.( p~)(~-PLJ)\( ~ -P~ )3 . 
·- " • )? 
·- . . ,-: 
-As P(I-P) = 0 ·, application of P ... : . . to both sides . 
-··· of(1Jo5)y1elds 




·:-;..~~·!I~•·-~··.·~·~· ~-c~.(1306) ~ ~J~ ~~ P( P~) 3~:-·~· ·~· ~-~~· ~·'-·-· _~-_ ..,._/.· .. ~··-···'·-~···;:~ .. -· ·····~-~,/~. ··~··'.i~• ~~~, 
0 ' . ' 
-::.Hence, by (13@3), (13o5), (13.6), . - - '. ~-
·.. < 13:7> M = "U[( P~) 3- P(P4:1)3 + 3 ( ~ )2.{~ ~ ~)+3( PJX~- ~);(~-P'j~ . 
,·· 1 
. . . . 
. . 
By using standard trigonometrici identities as in 
,.· ·--· - -'-'---:-----···----- .. 
. ' ' 
. ' '·,. 
' ·' ,., .. 
·. ' .... ,,_ .. . . . 
. ' 
. ' . . ~ 
"' ·-··- - -- ---~- - -~-·-·------ .. ~~---!~ ......... -~~--'-•·-- - -- - ---·-··---- ..... ----- - - -· -~--~--------·--------~-~------. -- .... ~-----· -- --·--·--,-----·-··---- .• -····-···--········-----·-·-·---;··· . ---- - ----~-- -·--·---~ --· ---· - . - - - ' .. 
~. . .. " ' 
,. 
i: .. - ~- -:- -~- - ·- . ~ ". :....:..__,?.__":~"1-:'': .. 




--- . -~7· re mm - - --, F Wi' . _ ... 
'·r- .. -, .. -•-•--·----------·----------_--:_·:_·,, _ _. -. _.t__ .-,,.,.,. ,. ··-~----'-'. ----- • 
... ,,. 
,'/ 










·,. · <, • . .<13 .. 10) ( P~ )3 ~ P(P1) 3= f,50 ,,in S't+~'IO •in. 7t + ~'fo•ln ~ .. ·. ~ f',,, : 
Hence · · ~ -
c13•11, ~ [<P1)'-P{P~l3] =: [t (~!+ /3,!+ p:)1 . · . -
. ~ 0.170h~o 
' ' ~ - ~ . ' . 
' ' ~ 
. 9 . 




We also have ( see ( 12010) and ( 12012)) . 
' . . . . . . .t :t . ' . . ·z. . 
___ ... · ... · ... · ..... · C13.12)·'1J((P~) (~-P~~ ~{1.2S"h)~(~-P1)s .1.5,?5' ha 
' . ' 
. ' . 
. . 






1 .. ·-· ··-·· ···-· -- . . 
. . "'- -~--..... 
' . . . . 
. - ' ', . 
. . .· ... ( .. 
'' -~,; ' . l ·-.. . 
(13.14) ~((~-Pd) 3] ~f 2 ~ -· . . • 
0 
· Applying the triangle 1nequal1 ty to · ( 13.-7.), the.n . 
using inequalities (13 .. 11) ... (13 .. 14) ·with the specific 
choices (12016) .for h, ~, e, We obtain 
. <13015) M ~- 1.400 .. 
·' 
-. ____ ; ____ , -.. -- - . - ·-·· --
,, 
,. ' 
. ·.' ' ~ .. 
·. • . . : . :-::' '. 
- . -• .--.-···-·-_------ - .. . . 
I, . \ . 
-'----~~--- :.._ _ ------- - ----- -- ------~------ --------- ------------- ---- ---------------------· ---- --- ,• ~ . - . - -· -- ' . '-;- ~---· --·-·- - ---------- .-...... :-· ... -:-:-
.. '. We shall use this to obtain estimates on the a:n-. -· 
• 
. . . 
. ... , 
· known ceeft'tl.cients bs, b7 , • • • as f'oll@t1~: · ··;-·.:.-- -:_ ·'.' 
-.;-. ·,··, •,.· ... 
- --------------'-.~~--·-------··---···- ---- ----·---· . 
Le.t 1 be periodicrof ,~eriOd :z 1r and tYJ1ic@ dif't'eren• · ••- • . 
\ . 
I ' • ~ ,. 
tiable., T~e Fo~;ierz.;oeff1~1ents of' j are given ~1 · · . · .... 
( 13oli6) . u,, = /7( q (t) sin nt dt . . . \. , . : 0 ': 0'' . . . / 
""''"'"'''·"··-,,,.,,.,., .. 
. -I ·_ ' ... -':---··' . ' . \ 
' ' ' 
' '-.. ' .i . · .. ' .. : ,' ' 
• . r ' ' ' 
~ ,' ., .... ,,~""·:, .. 
. .. •, - ·, . 
~ ' ' ' 
' .• 




, .. ',' •'I 
--·--·-
' . 











d ' l 
,j . 














,, .. ---- .. ·,c-···---'"'·-·-·--~-- · -_ - - ____ -:-.. --------~-..:....-____ -_______ -__ , ,_ _ _,_. -- --------:::----__ -_ . ---- _-_,. ---... __ =. = ____ =_ ._"""""·~~~---........ ,-______ ........ __ , ___-==:.,_, _____ :~=-=-_""=""" ____ .. _"="'="_-. ---~-~= =-~--..,...-..i--__ .. ______ .. _ ------~-'-------------·----!!!!!':!!_. --~---.- - ._ ~--.--:c-.,·----~,a-·,,, __ . __ .:. ---""""'~:-.------:-~-:+~-A 
......... -· .... ,, -·~ 
. .•.... . 
/ 
~-) 
' ·,. •·· . . . 
, I 
' --~ ... I 
'• ,;·-
.. .. i ..... ____ ', 
' -· 
" ' 
. ' A ·t,1ofold integration. by parts yields . _ C> ·; 
' . . ' ·~ "I( . . ,, ' .· . .. ,· . .,,. 
- -,~- _ -:--- ( l3ol7,,) .. b n = ~ }',r .&... •• ( f) ~?- .. t~ nt dt-·-:-.- .- -• . . --.• ·. · .· . -- ·~- -
·.··. ~- -- '·- • .. ;·, -,-... . . , . . . . . e-. (} ~ .,, • . - . . . . . . 
~ ·.. ' V·- -~--·--~·~ . 
By applying the Schttarz Inequality to (13al7), ,e obtain -., , ... ~ . -- .. . : . C 
.L. - _; - ·- (13olS) lbhl ~ ~~r'1'1rJ:ff(1(t) ]~ dt 1~ [& fo'\:n& rbtdt ]¥2 
= !\ 1~,r J:" [ ~ c-1:)1~ dtJ ~ e 1 ~ '. . .,-__ .. :.,;t." ' •. 
.. .·. .. 
' ' ' . _ .. ___ ·!):··'.. i . ...... ' 
' _ ...... -
' ' 0 
. . . ___ _. ____ .:.:. : : . 
• -• _., ---,,··--,--··--·--··- -- --·-,·- - ,,- .. ·-·-----,- ·------ .. _. ·• ·-·-·•' ···,--····--,•-- ·---• -·"f··--·----- ·- -·-·-·-r .... • • • ---•·• • -- -·- • - • • 
. . ·. .. . ~-·' 
. • Q ,,,. 
. ( ' 
· We seek b 5 , b 1 ; b 1 , . . • , which, are the Fourier --
.' .. · . 




. ' . ' 
In particular, _this gives 
_ c 13.20> I b~I ~ o. 01" l 
I b1 I ~ a. Qtt o·s-
1 bqJ ~ o. OZ..f5 • 
'· ·. . -
. , ....... 
. . ·. ..... 
. 
. . ·.· ,.-
. . .-o . 
.' • .. ;,_.:.-... 
·. ____ ;.:. ______ :.·:::·.-· __ : ___ "-----~--~- - ... :. ... :~---···_ .. _____ -~;----·-;-·.:-: ... 
·. -·-.-'".·-----.-- ·->·-·-·:};'-~:-.. - :· 
. ., . ' . f. . .. . . . ., ·• . . . . 
.. . . '·....),.,,.-. 
·y--- .· .. ·,I' · •• ; • 
. .. ·.- ~ 
' ----
•· ~ . ··-::·'"'' ' . 
I· ' . 
.. :::~.-... -.... ,: .. ·- .... ,- ...... : ..... -. 8ect1on l~. Further Estimates on· the Fixed Point. 
. .-....... . 
. ·-----, -· 
,, 
-
In this ®act.ion, we dervelop two ·1nequal1~1es needed 
. .. -· ·- -- - -
-..·-.;-•• .._'"-i_~ •• ~ ._ -, . 
. I . - . . 
_·l- _________ - _____ I> _______ :___ · te concJ.ude the analysiao 
/ - ~ If x.~(t)::: b1 sin t -t- b;s 6-Ln Dt ' ' ' •-, -·- -----· ·-··-··· -- •' -- ---.. , then 
.......... -
.... , ... - ---·---· .. ----------~-·~- -
I . . . . ' .. ----.-~.'--••·--~---... ·----'--·' ----· ----~---.. 
I 
l 









'\ '' ~· 
. ' 
. . ff • ~-
wlie:re Pjo are polynomials in b1 , b3 , given in (13 .. g) .. 
,• 




l. .... ,, ·-
' '·:1' \ . ' . 
' 
'( . 
. . -·~· ' ..... --~--·--· " . -
1' 
' ' 
-•<>--.---,-• ~- ,c•<- l -~'-•• - •• C, ---> •"--'·"-•- ••------ ... ~- -"·'-----~,~---,.·,._-____ -----
- , I 
. -··r ' 




.If the _fixed point ~(x-11l](t) is giVSn 9 a~ usual, 
- - by · b si.111 { 2. -t- 1) -t · · · ·.··· · 9 • then 'l10 have · ····· ···- ·· -- -------------.---------- ---- ----- --j s O l2J + 1) . J -
( 140 2) 3 . . . ' ' . J { t) :: {J1 si.n _t . -f- (J3 S~&-1 3 t i'" ·p'S ~i.e-» 5 t + • • • • .· .. . . ·.· . , --" . .. 
We shall need eitimates t~r 'Pj ~ p10/_ and l(J-s-N• 
D . . I 
The following·preliminary computations will be u,etul: 
l. 
.- _ ... ·. ' . 




- . (14.,3) ( b1 $ii&1 t + b3 ~in 3t) z sln t •• ·_ _. 
. ' 
. -
&- • •. • 
-~ . 
' . ·-.:· -
= .• * [ (3 b: + 2 b:- Zb1 b) ~tv. t +{~b: + 4 b1 b) fiin _3t 
· ·. +{-2b.ib,+b:) .. sin5t -b;siv.1tJ-. 
y • 
' ' 
.. . ~ . ~ ... -
. . =.J1 sin t + 33'si&1 3t + J 5 sin 5't + J 7 sin 1± ' • ·
•·" .. ·., ....... ,. - •. t' ' . 
-Similarly» 
' ,- - ' . 
(14.,4) {b1sir1±tb35in3t) -sin3t= · . 
-~-~~--------'----:;-~---c-~1(-b:+fb1 b5) G;:-t + (z.bt+3b!) sin 3t+(-b:+2b£b) sin 5t 
• j 
' . . 
- .J " 
-· .. --····~' ·-- -• 
·-·-·--· 
' ' 
i. ,, .. --;' ~ . 
' ·. ' - ~- ' 
- 2 b1 b; ~iO'I it - b! ~in 'it J . . 
1 - i' - 1 1 - 1- - - ·-i -
= l 1 ~n t + J3 sivi 3t? l5 sirta S"t + J,, sin /t+ l, sin 'It 
As we know, I b,) :1ii. h , l_b3 ( ~- %, , so the 1nequal1• . · 




- . - . -------- ------ -~ 
I / 1:1 ··~ ·.~ h2 
-- --,  :~r ~ J,;ni ·~·-·-=----------=----- =-===--=---·-=--=-··· ·· ······· i 
~ ... ·. ·. ' 
. -- ·-···--·-.-·--'··',"",\~--- .. ~ .. -., ... ,._. __ ~·- ... ,,.'··--···· Now» P1 - ~10 · is the first Fourier Coefficient o:f' · : ~ ---·--' _: 
~ 3 - .( P~>: and /J;· - /J 30 ·· the third coefficient., · 
.a.Xi a C!2!!5ZtA5!.!.. WU As.Loco C i j j 
1 . 
' I \ 
• ' ', '1 . •· 
,., ·····------···--·----·--- -· ", - --···--··--'---··-··' ,--------·----------··...------------ ·---·-----·--·- ··-
.. ' 
' ' 





I,"--_ ----.-•. --.-- -~-:==::::::~~"'.:. ,•. - "•--·-·.·--·'-,-'.!c'.•".' - ,. •. 't· -· • .Lr- -,:,;-c·-- •··-·--···, .,...1 • - •••••• , •"'r-'._ .• .. - .·-~··::-. , ••• _ •.. ,_..,,,., ___ , ,;_· __ ;. ••.. ·-~-·- '···=-~----· ·-···.·'·-·•· --,-, _ <, ------,·••-.•,--. .•. ,. -- . ··- _ ---•-···-- . 1••--•-, - I 
................... · ....... -............. , ... · .. ,.. .: ... -,, ··- ·.-~- .. 
\'"' ... ,.,... . 
' . ' 
I 
. -."'.\,l··,·1', 1','I • I,' . 
., .. ,··· ·--.----- ..... --,... -
, I 
. . " I 
.. ;, .. 
.... . · •: . . . ' c-.:--
. ~~' . . 
. ' . .. ' .. . . . . . . .. - ..:· 1 · 11r 3 .. ·. . .1 . • . . . . . . . . . . ·. • 36 
. . . _ .• ,.~ <1406> f;,1 P10- r'lt O [?.~ -<~> I stn t dt ~ .· . __ 
______ ... _ .. _____ .. ·-· ·-....•...•..... · .. · ....... _:= !''!Jc [~ -~}[l~- ~~) +~ (~:Rj)(p~)+ 3{Rj) J sen + dt . ! 
. . . . -· ~ I !'ti'< . . ) 3 . ,, . r a:.'Jt( )l ( " . ·, . J 
· - · i · - . 11' 0 _ ':f-P'j $i.11\ t dt+ 11rJo nt-~ P~J-sintjt . . ·" 1 
,. 
. . . . . - - ·- - ·- - .... - ·------ --.... ...:,. . .. "--~----~---·'··-- . . - ' . . -
· · · · Inequalities on tr;.· , tfi , ~ are immediat&: .. j ,! 
•• 
, . (l4$7> ltr°I ~ ~s
0
~f~-P~>'sintctt,szlf~-P~ll %11:J:(Lj_p~)dt 
• ,<• • ; • I 
· = 2 ii t.1 - Pt.ti! 'Vf14- Ry) ~ 2 f S · ·. · . . ··. . • 
-· .· . d J an: d . ti .. . i ,1r . 2. 
. ·.· .. · _ .. -.· .· __ ·.·(14.s~ la;I= f7',r 
0
(~-P~)1 (P,:,) sintdt\~ 21lP~ff rn- 0(~-P~_)d.t 
....... , .. r . . 
. ,. . . -: ·. = 2 I\ P~\I '-U{~ -P,) ~ Zr~=· 2 (1. 25}J". , .. ;' _, 
(14.9) la=;I = / Y1rJ
0
~(~-P~)(p~)asin t dt/ :. . . . ····· ... ~-· · 
= I~ 02rb1r-&in s+-r b7":>in1t-r .... )ci1siV>t+ ...... 17~i117t)d-t . . . 
·~-~=~· _ __,_ ____ ~-~--~·  ·~~. ~-----'-c-=~ 1 b5'1 ;+67 t.,r.----·-·--- · · · ii ... · .. ·--··· .. -------------- .. ··----.~ .. ---'---I 
'. 




·''·· th8 19.st 8&.ctionL for I b,;1, f b.,I · , we obtain 
I 
·. (14olO) /Cfil < 0.012.s h'=- 0.03ll> . . ·-···• . ...... ,.;:. • .l.:. .• '! •[ . ._ ·. ·'--- ,· . .:. .. -
. - - -- -----···· ·. -..... . --- --· ~---·-t . ___ ; ,_ __ 
. ·' \·: 
Summing up; we obtain 
: __ , _________ ! .. _· .._· ~~-· fi;ll-ell-l JtJ1= /110( s; O.i3ff-. · 
~·· _____ . ·---··----·--· .. -------










{ . . . --~-----------···- ------·-·---·---·--·---···-·-···-····-···-·-·-·--·"•-·--·- - - ---
. . 
... ·. · ·.. , . ·.. · A similar anl!lyeis fer {J5 ;-- (c,!O · yields · 
' . 
·:_., .... (14.12) J ff. A J ~ 0 ·0 e:J'/ 0 .. \. 
. rJ:1i - r..,3b - . . 3 -. . 
) .. .-· ... 
- ( ,- 1' -
. ' . . 
,--.---~:---··-~--~--,....-~~-:,.;_..-·-:-'·. -"',···· ... :..-:-.. ~--. 
. I 
-·' .... ;~ .. - ,' 
.. ···-·-·'-·-·-···~-'--· ... ··-·-·'·---~---.--,------·--·----· .. ----- _.,_ ~ ·-
·., 
\. ¥ ! • 
. , •. ''1 
>-; ,' , ..... .,, 
. , 
' i 
t .· • 










• I , . 
-----···- -- -·-·- -.. . "'-'--•·-,··•··-·-·-'-·--·.------"'·""-·-"··--·--:-----•··-··.·.----~--.-,; ,.--·o-- ••' "'--•··-~----·>.- . ..,- ,- .• -- .:/. - ' r·· : 
•. , ···-··-·· ~:'tA . 
.,.__, .. 
'· 
,·., ' I 
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Thfs :im~quaii ty tJill be u~ed .1n the m,xt section 
- ·- to prove the ~~·i1t.encJtl of· a periodic solutiono 
.,· .• , ••. , •••• J·•·1 .. · ~ ~ r · · 
. Sect.i©n · 150 
If . y· = Ty 
• 0 . ' 
R =· H c- 3+ p· 3) 




. :· ·· A twofold· d1ff"erent.1ation) yielde · .· · · 
- ' 
-- ---- - -- . -· - ·-- - - - -
. . "·' --· " . 
.- . • •. I . 
- . ... - ,.. - -- -
-- -:;-
- '- .:. ' 
t·····:1 '· 










"• •• '.· . . . - d· 
-- 1; 
·' 

















. ~ •, -. ' .. 
. . ~/ - I • - ,l, ' .. '. \ '-. - • • • ~,. •. : .•'·- • 
. I 
.and hence»· y(t) satisfie1 the equat-ion · .· . · 
. - '. 
. ' . . ( 15. 3) ·~·~ +- ~ 3 = . 1 ., . 
sin t + P[~ + ~3~ si~ ~] -~-... ·..:,,-:-----·--:·;-.-·- -- -;·.-·_::-1 
... ·D. 
.~( . , 
\. 
·, .. ) .· 
·, .. 
. ~ .. ~ •-, . ' 
. . , . 
The determining equation is hence 
P[~ +- ~3 - ~in t] . =- . o.. __ _: ~----
. . ' .. ~-
-· . . In the no.tat.ion of Chapter I,- this 1s. equivalent to _; -· .•. - ,• ... ," .... :..._ .. 
" . 
. ·_ (15.5) U = 
·v= 
~ b1 + (/13. · = D . 
- ' . 







____ -----·-----·-- ~--=-----~-="-~--=-:-· --=r=-. _=-------=---~~=--~-=---- .. =: __ -~---fhe--se~-ond---Galerk--1-n----equat-ion-sj----~actu-al'ly---ine--~aame- • --
-· ··-·-
•• · l . . ~ - - • . -
~ 
. equations tti th y · replaced- by· .. :~ · xr» , . are -- ----------
• - I\. 
u = - b.1+ 13:u, - i = 0 ' ' . 
. .,-·--,,·--- ·- ·----,··-··-·· ---- - ·•-- -······ ·-·_····- _- ' ' 
V = - 9 b 5 + {J3o == Q -· ....... -.' .... ,_L_____:_. _____ ~. •• -·-•--•~----~---••~•--·---'•-,~---..:...:.--•--" --
. Let _us den~te by · C ~nd C0 the curves described 
• I '·J': 
' ' 
• . i -, ; ' 
• ' . . I 
' . >' ... I' 
' .. ,, ' 
...... " ........ , .... ,~. 
I;. 
- - - --- ---------.-----·----
' 
- ; __ ·- ..... __ -··;--~-=- - ,"T __ -,'.; .- :.:~_:·;..:,.• ---:··'-- ':'. ··-.·'_l ''·· ...,.._, ___ , -~~-,: "' - . ".- .... ---- _, ,.,,. ~ c---.,-- ... _ ... --:--.- -- - ~·--. -- ·.;.-- • .,_ .• - •• - ' • ->.---,,--•-- ~----·, - ,.·.-··· -----, . ·-··· .. , . - ~----.. ·- •. , .... -, .• ·. , , V U --. ' .~, ..... ::. _______ ~·•--•--'~•---~·•••••· ·- ,.,. , ••• , .. ,,.,.:,_.__, •.. ,, .-.!-..._a•..,_."'----'-"-___:.-'-· . ._;--.. -c··•.::;:.j_,_.. ___ ~-·-·.-••. '.J_:_ _ _:__ . "!~J I~-;__ .-...-.-' 




as (b ·, b · ) de1cribes · the · I 
' i 
! 
boundary of the 
- --~ ... ; 
. ' -· .. · . 
. . : . .:.i .. 
·, 
------ .:_: ....... _ - : .. · - .. . . 
.. . . - . ~. 
- ·--- --,-------: -~ .. ,. .. ·. - . 
.., :-- ; 
. . . - -- - . . - : . - . . ·.- ; ___ __.. -'--··:-··-~ : . 
. J 
(l5o7). /. (u-u.)= fli:-p10· 
and ( V- V ) = p 3 - piSt> 
, ' . --~i • ' 
-- -- --- . -- -. ·-··-· 
~we h~vef) using inequality (14clJ):,··· 
- ., 
<15°liO (u.-u):e.+ {V-v)·2.< (0.3371.) 2 - . . ' . . .. ..... ' 
. 
.. That 1~, ~. 
' -,..-·'··- ·--· _.;_ -- ·.:... .. -··.. -- -
•, --... 
· · Now, tre have e~p~e~sions ( 13 .. g). for. (310 , {:J,o , ·.····· 
ao ( 150 6) can b.e wr!tt.t.en . 
, I. . \ 
•:: ., -\·. ,· 




















------.----~~~~ ... c15.10> -u = *C3b;-1tb~~4-3b:b~+bb
1
-b!}-- · ________ ,... :1 .. 
,I 
.. ~ '.t 
,,.,,:r· 
, . 
---- -- ·---·-----·----- --·-
.. J 
' ,: 
t . • 
V := t't( .:._ b: -t"·b b: b3 - 3b b~ + 3'\,;) 
. ,_ ···•· ..... -- -· ... 
.. ---·-- ------------------ ... , ____ ,. ---· · .. _. 
As (b3. ,b 5 ) demcribes "JAi the point . ( u.,v ) 
descrihes · a_ closed ~urve CO ~ which 11·n1ta the. o.r1g1n~ 
and'·&ll its pointa a?Ye more ·than distance 0.9 from 









----·------------- ·------·--·-- .. .. - -- ··-·- -- . ----· ----- -------- --- -- ··- .. - -·--- ---·--· ···--···-·---···-·--·--------·-------------------------- ---- ---- ------·-----·----- ... '_-- .. ___ ,. _____ . --- ··-· .:'.. . ~=~--·--------- .... 
Hence,, from ( l5o 9) 1 ~e see thmt :.; the c~rve C · , al .. . · ... 
- - - - - ·--- ----·-· - - ··--·--------------···-··-----·------ - - . - --. --- ·--------·--·---------~---------------·-··----··-----··-·----···--·--·~-------,----------- --------· -------------·-------· 
though ue have not determined i:t .exactly, must neverthe" 
less link tl1e origin, &fJ 00 doeso 
Therefore, both the approximat~ determining aqua~· 
,. " I 
tions (1506) and (15ol0), and th~ exac.t determining @qua~ .. 





-· - •-· • _c-.. -.--.···,, -: 0,. • _-•·, .- _d"" -,_o"L->\ ,·-,_ ··-,- -- -· . ~-•' , __ .,. •· --r·- - ,·. -··~·--· • 
' . 
-- -·- .1-····· 












tangle· lb,)~ 1.b ,· lb,I ~ o.4 • 
,· 
. ····•······· ' 
. Thie pr®ve1 that the original e_quatioij (10.l) has 
. . 
. 
. a periodic -al)lutiori X ( t)g; b1 ~,~ t Tb~ 1!!Jiei, .3t'+ b5""Siin 5t+ ... · 
' 
. ' . 




· with. b1 , b3 B.s ab@ve and bt, b 67 ~ bq ,etc., satist1m . . .... 
, .. ' . 
'. ,\ ' 
. - . 
- .,. .,._ . ·. ~ . - -· \" 
I 





The numerical. eolut10n ?f the approximatJ\ eQuat1cme ............ > . 
\ . . . \ . \ 
gives the second ( Galerkin) approximation _for, 'q,1. and b~, . 
. ·, 
··---. _ ....... __ .. ·-
:c.·; __ -:;~_-:;•.:_:.· ·-..;:-:::·.::.;.- _-_,_-_- ·--· -- . --
: ' 
l ,- .. 
..... •., . 
.. -· , . ., .. . . -·~' - .. 
. . - ~.. , 
·-::· - . 
\., \ . ,_ . 
which was 0 





: ·shrinking the search- reg_ion down to an area about -· 
~.:' .. :· . :. thi;,s p.oint in the b1 ~ b ~ plane, t~e may apply the ea.me 
:: . · .... ~. ·--~---- ..... - - ... 
---------"--~-;........_---~~sort----o f----anal-ys-1 e- ----t-o-- e neure-- that--- -the---ac tual d:Ersirerd--c·-so+• -_-, __ · · -- _ -.... · 
' ' ~ 
.. 
· ~ ution has coefficients b 1 , b 3 inside ···the smallar · \ · ... · · 
regiono ~ Better ee1t1mstes on the tail coefficients Jfill-· ------;----~--.. __ :~ -- • 
. . 
ho-ldo ( Recall th.at. the present ~nes depended on the -
.. :._ .·. ·-.... · ... - s~ze of the ragiono) 
.... ..., 
. Thus· ·the .. procedure is. of great value in conJunc~ 
~ 
---·-·------·---- -~~=--=,~-~-. exiertetice of periodic s_olutions, but al-so· a·-proc-e·dur_e __  
. / 
I . ;' tor their approximation. 
. " . 
·. : ' - . ',' . . . . . '. - ---~--· . ---~ '..__ · ... ·:~ .. -·· ~ :., ... ,.: .. · -·· ·---- ·-·---·- --·-;----.-·----- ·- ---------'·•·· -···-····· ,·. . 
_- - "' -- - ' ' ' ·. -· -_ ... -~-~ .. '---.·· 
--. ··-· ' . .. . . . . .... -- ... - . . . . . ' -~ " - --
. . . .. 
.. ---···· ·-·- ... --~--• .. 
. \ . 
·1-;.l,,1• -·- ',. ;;._ .•.••.• 
. ' . 
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VITA ., 
... 
Wesley Jame.a Orser tias born on September 3, :. 1942, 
-.. in Philadelphia,;- ·Pao, and adopted there at birth by_ 
·Robert· and Elmyra Orsero 
He attended 1\©Xborough High Schooi for one year, 
and th.en tat1i tched. t_o Central Hig~ School Qf Philadelee · 
" . 
phis.» gradu~ting in 1959 with an honorary B .. A., degree •. 
He attfmded Lehigh University from 1959 to 1963., 
being elected to Phi Eta Sigma» nationa.'l. freshman 
f ·---
· bollorary, in his :freshman year9 and.to Phi Beta Kappa 
in his senior yearo · He graduated with honors in 1963, 
"!1th a BoAo·· in Matb.ematicso 
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,, _ ~----- ~-'-----c--- - ----~~--Daring· 1:ate-1963 ana.··-1964, ·ne-·wa_s_a. mathematician·! ------ -- ., - ~ - - -- -- ·- t . -r t 
i 
· at the National Aer@nautics and Space Administration• s 
Marshall Space Flight Center» worki·ng on -problem~ of -··-·- . - ----------,-·--. ·------·------------· -
- ' f' . . 
~ ' . .:..:, ' 
trajectory optimization and guidance theory
0 
While 
thus employed, he engag.ed in part...,,time graduate study I, ·- _ ••-·· -• ·•• -· • r ;_r ---- -~· . --... . . ... 
· at the'tilliV~I'S'itY ·of· Alabame.0 
I Returning to L@high in late 1964,· ha has been, tor 
. - ·------------- --····--·--·-·------- ---- ···------ ----- - ----
-the }.)a.st tt>Jo yearav a teaching aiBaistant in Ma.tlwmatfcs 
. -
- . -· - ·- -- -
while cempleting the studies for hi1:1 Master« !l degree. --· ·- -.- -- ---------- .............. -· - - . -
I "," '!, ,• ,' , ' , . • 
In August, 1965ll he marriedPQela Lindgren of 
d 
F"arsippany, NoJo. The Orsers now live in Bath» Paa 
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